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THE 1980-90 SHUTTLE STAR CATALOG FOR
 
ONBOARD AND GROUND PROGRAMS
 
By Sandy Richardson, Mathematical Physics Branch and Rosemary Killen,
 




The 1980-90 Shuttle star catalog for onboard and ground programs is presented.
 
The data used in this catalog are explained according to derivation, input, for­
mat for the catalog, and preparation. The tables include the computer program
 





During the first two Shuttle missions, the brightest 50 stars will be used to
 
verify and compute onboard optical alinements. This star catalog contains the
 
locations (unit vectors) of 149 bright stars, which are stored by the spacecraft
 
onboard computer and the right ascension and declination for the Mission
 
Control Center (MCC) ground computers.
 
3.0 PREPARATION OF THE DATA
 
The Shuttle missions require that stellar positions for 1980-90 be in 1950.0
 
coordinates because the coordinate system for Shuttle is based on the mean
 
Equator and equinox at the beginning of the Besselian Year 1950. In order to
 
compute these stellar positions in 1950.0 coordinates, corrections were applied
 
for the proper motions of star positions in the Equator and equinox of 1950.0
 
from 1950 to 1980 and each subsequent year to 1990. The initial input data
 
consisting of proper motions, right ascension, and declination for 1950 were
 
obtained from reference 1. The star positions were punched on cards containing
 


















h. Star number (ref. 1)
 
The 1108 Univac ,computer program listed in, table I generated the data presented
 
in tables II and ITI. The stars in,table III are ordered by decreasing mag­




4.0 DATA FORMAT FOR THE SHUTTLE STAR' CATALOG
 








(2) Right ascension - hours, minutes, and seconds
 
(3) Proper motion in right ascension
 
(4) Declination - degrees, minutes, and seconds
 




(7) Common name of selected stars
 








(2) Right ascension - degrees
 
(3) Declination - degrees
 
(4) Common name of selected stars
 











(4) Unit vector Y in M1950.0 coordinates
 
(5) Unit vector Z in M1950.0 coordinates
 




This internal note provides 149 bright stars, their positions, and unit vectors.
 
Verification of star positions was done by comparison with the RTCC Star
 
Catalogue for 1973 stellar positions (ref. 2). All but 16 of the 149 were
 
available in the RTCC 1973 catalog. The input for these 16 stars was verified
 
by three persons according to the right ascension and declination in the source
 
star catalog. The stars are presented in Equator and equinox of 1950.0 and
 




1, 	Becvar, Antonin: Atlas of the Heavens II Catalogue - 1950, 1964.
 
2. 	Cockrell, B. F.: Skylab Program - The RTCC Star Catalogue for Skylab, MSC
 








FOR 50E3-06/13/78-21:25:42 (,0) 
MAIN 'POGRAN
 
STOR'SE 	USED: C0oE(I 30n4PS: DATA(O) 005411; 4LANK 2
COMMON(2) CL0020 
















STORA3E 	ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, ELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0000 005235 IOF 3001 000401 lODOL 0000 005245 11F 
 O 000015 1146 0001 000057 145G

--. G0.--0a124- 176 . 0OU0 005324-20F 0001 00031. 2420 c00l 000363 2706 0000 005255 30F0000 005273 3SF 0OOD 085316 36F 0000 005272 4 F LD0 005234 5F o001 000101 55L0000 005306 60F 0000 0 5337 61F 0000 005353 62F 0001 000177 7OL 0001 000205 71L0o00 R 004766 ADEC 
 000D P 005232 0D 0000 R 005222 DECO 0000 F'003636 DECDEG 0000 R 005231 DECS
 
-- -- .005,221 DELTA COCO P 602260 OPM 0000 P 00523; FLAG 0000 I 005215 I 0000 I 000000 ID
0000 I 001356 IOECD 0000 1 001604 IECM ,000 1 002C32 IECS C[0 I 005220 IDELYR 0000 I 005216 IDU
0000 1000226 IRAH 0000 1 0004 4 IRAN 0000 I 005717 IYEAR C00 1 002506 NAG OOD 1 00 214 N0000 1 002734 NAME 0000 R 005230 PMOS LOOn R 005225 PMS CO00 P 003410 RADNN 000O R 005223 RAH 
-....... 	 0-0-.005224 RtAW. a000 P 001130 PAR! O-1O P 000702 RAS £0000 P 005226 PAST 0000 R 005227 RASTNW 
0000 R 004064 X 0000 R 004312 Y 0000 R 00454C Z 
00101 1* DIMENSION ID(ISO),IRAH(150),IRAM(150),RAS150),RAPM(15)O 
 OO00000101 2* 1,IDECD(SO),IOECM(150),IDECS(150 UPM(15C),MAG(150),NAME(150,2) 000000
 
-0.0 3,... - tRADNW1501 4E1DI G 1S5lyx15CI,yc z o),Z150)A1EcLo
5000000
00103 4* 5 FORMAT (122 - OOOl
F0105 5* 
 10 FORMAT (13,I3;,13F7T,:,Fi 7,313,12,FB,5,FIO,,2A
6 I
00104 6* 10 FORMAT (2X,131I4, 3,F7,3,F0.7,3 3,F85,F 6 X2A) 	 00001

-- 30 FORMAT t2 'ID -RA(.MMN,SEC) PMALPH DEC(OM,S) PMDEC 	 000001
00106 8* 1 M NAMbl'/ 	 0000wI00106 9* C COMMENT:RrAD INPUT 
 000001
00107 10* 4 FORMAT(13 
 u00001
.3S1&n&.14t 





00116 14* I IDECM(I ,IDE S IIDUM, PM()AB(l'NM 	 000015
 
i000015
00116 164 C COMMENT-WRITE INPUT 00001530136 17* IYEA=50 
 000037
00137 18* 9 ITE(6,20)IYFAR 
 u00041 
w ------. ------.- 16- 3 . - U00057004500420 1 1,N 

00147 22* "R SO ITE ID(IIIRAH(I) TRAM(1I),RAS(I ,RAPM(I),IDECO (1) 000057
 
00147 22* 1IDECM(I) IDECS(T),DPMII) MAGII) NAME(I,1 ,NAIE(I,2) 000057
 
--O 7 .!C &7-
-MENT:tA 000057
 






'TABLE 	 I.- Continued
 
30166 24* 55 READ(5 5)IYEAR 	 CO1 1i
Coo I30171 25* IFIIYEAR.oEQ.O)GO TO 1000 071-3 	 IDELYRZIYEAR-5:
- I 2A*. 	 U00113 
0U174 27* OELTAZFLOAT(IDELY') 	 GOD124 
00175 28* 00 130 I:, N
 G0U124
00200 29* OECOrFLOAT(IDECO(I I 
 000126
0.DJS-. 30_ - RAH:FLOA1i1RAH(LL) 
uDO131
F 00202 31* RAM:FLOAT(IRAN(I)) R A S (
 A M } 	 000134





00206 35* RADNW(I)=RASTN4/24O. 
 GO152
00207 36* P4OS:OPM(Tj*OELTA 
 000155
30210 37* OECS:(ABS(IDECD(I))*3600)+AbS(IOECM(II*6 )+IDECS(1) 
 Cio167
l=0211 IA_ .- -If. IF(OECf.EO.OJ&RO O 7D . 000171
00213 39* DECSZSIGN(OECSOECD) 	 000175
00214 40* GO TO 71 	 000175000177
00215 41* 70 DECS=SIGN(DECSIDECM(I)l 

..... f2 -2... 71 CONTINUE 
 000205 
00217 43* DECS:OECS+PODS 00020 
00220 44* OECEG(1)=DECS/3600, 	 000217 
00221 45* IF(DECOEG(IG.GT.90.O)ECDEGIT)n=lSO -DECDEG(II 	 uO0211u0220
 
..... n273-- _ J . ....- IE.(nECaEG(I) LT .9,iDECDG( I)=-I8O.-DEC DEG (I 000227
00225 4T* AOEC(I)=ARS(DECDEG(I)) 

00225 48* C COMMENT:CALCULATE UNIT VECTORS 
 000227 
. 0226 49* jff90.0174532925 000231
 S 	 xIJ:COSDn*OECOEGUI1)*COS(O*RAONW(I) )000233 U00251
00230 51* yfI):COS(O*0ECOEG(1))*SIN(DDRADNW(Ii) 
 000270
 
231 52* C COMMENT:PRINT OUTPUT
100 Z(I):SIN(DD*DECOEG( )) 	 0OL270
82 3 

00236 55 - WRITE (6,35) 
 000300 
00240 56* 35 FORMAT 2X,'ID lOX,, RA(+DEG)',10X,' OEC DEG) NAt4IE 000316000316
2 
 000316
L 0n241 574 D0 200 I:IN 	 000316nnE_ -LAG3;1HS........ 
 000317
 
00245 59* IF(IDECO(I).GE.0)FLAGt1HN 
 000324
00247 60* Ir(IDECM(T).LT O)FLAG:1HS 
 000331




000353nn'A? 6# - - WRLTE16,61)LYEAR 00265 63* WRITE(6,62) 
 000303
D0Z67 54* 00 300 T:,N 
 000363
00272 65 300 WQITEI6 60)I0(1)MAGfl),X(t),Y(I)hZI),NAME(I,I),NAME(I,2)
L_--o043o=4 ------ 6 - -- -.GO- TO 55 	 000377 
00040100305 67* 60 FORMAT(2X,I3,SX,F.4,5X,F9.7 ,3XF9.7,3X,F9.7,5X,2A6) 
Al 	'IX2A61 000401
00306 68* 36 FDRMAT(2X,13,3X,F20.4,F20.4 

00307 69* 20 FORMAT(IHI2X,1191 12,1 STAA P SItIONS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES'//) 000401
 THE YEAR 19 000401

~n,-. .7* ---- 1 FORMAT(1W1.2X.-IUN f VECTORS-T.NIN450s0 COORDINATES FOR 
 uOO401
00310 71* 1,12/2X 
 000401
6RAT( MAGNITUDE UNIT X UNIT Y UNIT Z
00311 72* I62F / TO 
M 73* 1 NAME'I '0004010311 ' 000401
L--2 .. .. S.1-L t--I-0O STOP ...... 	 ... 000404
00313 75* END 

-	 .. 'N0 .AGNOSTICS.ND-OL~f--hCtIATION= 








'AP28R2 1L71-3 n6/13/78 21:26:12
 
Ft-ADR SS LiMITS 06106 012446 4903 IBANK WORDS DECIMAL 
• 040000 051367 4856 DBANK WORDS DECIMAL
[ STARTING ADDRESS 012042
 
$E- -D.oinaZc 
MSWTC$/P R69 $(1) Oi100 001024
 
NRSLK$/FOR-E2 $(1) 001025 O01047
 
q ~ MA.L5s 01.2446 04MJflQO E51.367 
LL---kk D tEfE3 ... SUj .-- B050.1 0B1131 - . 5$2 040000 040011 .. .. 
NWEF$/FO Z-E2 $(1) 001134 001341 $(2) 040012 040031 
NBDCV$/FOR-E3 $(1) 001342 001472 $(2) 040032 040107IFTCHSF3R-E2 $(1) 001473 001755 $(2) 040110 040123
F o - -
N L . -..... .$S(1) 00175-(02000
NCNVTS/FOR68 (1l 002001 002222 $(2 -040124 040220
 
NCLOS$/FOR-E3 $(1) 002223 002460 $(2) 040221 040246
 
*NWBLK$/FOR68 
- $(13 002461 002572
 
4 R-&1 113-
1 92573 -00262JNUPDA$/FOrP68 $(13 002630 002663 
8$1F00 2) 00247 042474 
NOTIN$/FDP-E3 $(1) 002664 003160 $(2) 042475 04250C
E i)- 00311 .00467-._. S(2). 042501 Q042542
NOER/FOR-E3 %$(1) 004675 005114 S(2) 042543 042712
 
ININS/FR-E3 %(1) 005115 005352 $(2l 042713 042714
L INPT/FORE3 -CORR sIll 005353 006747 $42) 042715 042750r--TSrn-Fr, . -- $ 1) DAQ6 7B5-OB26-3 2_ $12L..-- Z42151 043025 
NFCHKS/Fo -E3 5(1) 007633 010624 5(2) 043026 043176$(3) 010625 010625 $t4) 043177 14325C4TAB$/E3-JSC 
 $(2) 043251 043316 
7nr 1'ctFT..£4-S(21 J.043311 043a16... 
­
* NERR$/F-E3 $(1l 010626 011167 $(2) 043317 043476EROS/SYS72-8 ' 
4ERCOMI$/FOR-TE3 5Ilt 011170 011247 s(2) - 043477 043512
"RL~ 9 F - - St2) -043.5-13 04352-2.NSTOP$/FDRE3-JSC $(d) 011250 011347 $(2) 043523 043574SINCOS$/FOR-E3 $(1) 011350 011504 %(2) 043575 043617 
NOBUF$/FOR68 $(13 0110S V11545 
- ..-. ...- i--1l _--- 0-43.20 
_ 
TER{i~n1-F-S alf tL 2 $(2) 043737.
NIBUF/F0R-E2. $(1) 011725 011764 6(2) 043740 043740
 
, 4vINTRS/JDRE3 RLIB l() 011765 012041 5(2) 043741 043756
 
BLANKSCONMON(COMMONBLOCK) 
-TP ___ - - 11 -012042-JD12446& 






. .. . . . ..-.. .. .. .. 
TABLE II.- TEE 1950.0 STAR POSITIONS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES
 
1950 STAR POSITIONS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES 





56.7[0 -.0370003-16 38 46-1.21000 





13 5 12 8.0no .0000000 -8 15 29 .00000 .86100 RIGEL 
14 18 35 14.700 .0173000 38 44 9 .28000 .803000 VEGA 
15 14 0 16.590 -.0030000-6n 7 58 -. 03000 .745000 HADAR 














.51400 ACRUX CAPELLA 

















22 19 48 2C.600 .0360000 8 44 5 .38000 .369000 ALTAIR 





















26 22 54 53.500 .C250003-29 53 16 -. 16100 .267000 FOMALHAUI 








-.0120000 49 33 




AL NP IR 
ALKAID 
30 16 26 20.200 -.0010000-26 19 22 -. 03000 .193000 ANTARES 
31 7 31 24.700 -.0139000 31 59 58 -.1110 .191000 CASTOR 
32 4 33 2-900 0050300 16 24 37 -. 19001 .191000 ALDEBARAN 

























37 0 5 u7.800 .0100000 28 48 52 -. 16000 .148000 ALPHERATZ 
38 2 53 40.300 .0040000 611 26 47 .00000 .146000 NAVI 
39 5 34 49.400 .0030000 16 26 37 -. 05000 ..137000 ALHENA 
4.0 3 20 44.400 .0030000 49 41 6 -. 02000 .116000 MIRFAK 
41 11 46 30.600 -.0340000 14 51 6 -. 12000 .112000 DENEBOLA 










.0080000 12 35 42 
.100303 56 39 3 





















































.0143000 23 13 






















































.C140000 27 U3 














62 12 44 47.100 -.0050000-59 24 57 -. 0300r .391000 BECRUX 
63 
64 
















65 5 33 40.500 .0003000 -1 13 56 .00000 .256000 ANILAM
 
66 5 38 14.1f0 .0000000 -1 58 3 .00000 .252000 ALNITAK
 
67 -- 23 7.80 .0023000 28 34 2 -.18200. .218000 EL NATH 
66 5 20 29.8r0 .0000000-17 55 47 .0000 .203000 MUP7IM 
69 3 1 49.60% -.0033000-39 51 41 .01000 .196000 NAOS
 
7( 5 45 23.C00 .00000C -9 41 9 .rO00n .177000 SAIPH 
71 7 42, 15.&0 .0473003 28 8 55 =.U5100 .171000 POLLUX


72 5 29 27.000 0 o00000 0-20 4 .00000 .168000 MINTAKA
 
73 12 51 50.100 ,OT40DO 56 13 51 -.01000 .164000 ALIOTH
 
74 15 5- 22.3n0 .0ff0000-22 28 52 -.03000 .147000 DZUBA
 
75 -S.43 19.400- .0020000-54 31 2.9 -.08.0B,-_ .14400
 
76 14 38 35.5% -O 200200-47 13 30 -. 03000 .14 400n,
77 13 36 42.300 -.0033000-53 12 47 -. 02000 .143000 
78 5 55 51.6"0 -. 0053000 44 56 41 .00000 .139 100 MENKLINAN 
79 14 32 19.350 -. 003aOO-41 56 22 -. 03000 .132000 
80 17 39 1.500 -. oo1no00-3) 0 23 -. 03000 .13C000 
81 3 4 54.400 .000O00 40 U5 52 .00000 .129000 BATEN KAITCS 
82 9 20 33.900 -.0010000-54 47 48 .00000 .124000 
83 13 21 55..0rO. .0140000 55 11 9--.030fl - .123000 - MIZAP 
84 17 33 43.45 ,_0010003-4758 5 .00000 .122000 SARGAS 
85 12 38 44.9CL -.0203000-48 41 8 -. 22000 .117000 MUHLIFAIN
 
86 13 52 24.5 9 -.C060003-47 2 35 -.05000 .1120O
 
87 L2, 5 5.400 -. 040000-50 26 39 -.02000 - .4O9000
 
88 7 22 7.000 .0003000-29 12 16 '.00000 .109000 ALUDPA
 
89 12 28 22.700 -.0033000-56 50 1 -.27000 .107000 GACRUX
 
91U 15 2 31.500 -.0013000-19 40 13 -.'03000 .106000 ACRAE
 
91 -i 6 21 500 --.OOo 00-26- 18 45 .,00000 .i05-00f0 AL WAZN 
92 13 "-I 10.i00 -.0033000-64 7 55 .01000 .102000 
93 14 55 14.8r0 -. o420,o00-42 56 2 -. 05000 .099000 
94 15 34 24.10 .coijoo-1ln 28 3 .02000 .0)6POO
95 12 34 10.8Z0--.0063000-68 51 37 -. 02200.. .09-4000 -. _ 
96 15 32 45.930 -.0013001-28 6 51 -. 03000 .092000 
97 -2 10 39,400 .0000003 14 54 20 -. 01000 .090500 ALGENIB 
98' 11 0 39.500 -.0170000 62 1 17 -.07000 .090000 DUBHE 
99 12 12 28.4120 -. 0050000-58 28 15. -. a2000 .089-900
 
100 15 31 48.00 -. 001000-41 2 1 -.03000 .089000
 
101 15 18 8.7 r -.0013000-25 28 29 -. 03000 .088300 
102 9 15 45.100 -.0020000-59 3 541 .0000 .086000 SCUTULUM 
103 23 2 16-00 .0040000 14 56 9 -.0400r. -02-5f900 AMARAS 
104 3 54 29.500 .0020000 39 52 2 -.03000 .085100
 
105 3 6 29.800 .0680000 58 52 27 -. 18000 .,084300 GAPH
 
106 5 37 50.-200 .0003000-34 5 59 -. 03000 .084000 PHACT
 
- 107 17 7-3C.5l10 .0020003-15 39- 53 .09000--.18-3100 SABIK 
108 15 55 49.310 -.0010030-25 58 1q -.03000 .083000 
109 5 56 18.700 .0042000 37 12 43 -. 08000 .080000
 
110 17 27 58.3:10 -.0030000-40 50 23 -. 08000 .076300
 
111. -16- 48 28.,00 -.0013033-37 57 49 -. 03000- .076000
 
112 21 17 23.200 .0219000 62 22 24 .05000 .075900 ALOERAMIN
 
113 18 59 25.900 -.0020000-29 57 13 .00000 .074000 ASCELLA
 
114 5 34 39.300 .0000000 21 6 50 -. 02000 .073600
 
-	 115 - 12- 17---13.100 -. v220000 20 5 43 .-. 15 000 - .07-200 -ALGE-IBA 
116 23 20 25.900 .0003000 40 5 44 .00000 .071400 SADIP 
117' 11 11 27.1n0 ,cIDDOOD 20 47 52 -. 14000 .071300 ZOZCA 
118 6 18 23.690 Co000000-30 2 24 ,00000 .070000 
419 7- C S6 -20 G000003-23 45 33 .o00- ._07n000.
 
120 13 46 35.70 -.0020000-42 13 32 -. 02000 .067000
 
121 12 43 11.500 -.0050000-67 50 5 -.03000 .067000 
122 7 24 26.400 -.003000 P 23 30 -. 04000 06600 GOMEISA 










1 22 31.500 
3 50 59.00P 
1 5L 52.300 
21 28 1.400 
1 6 55.5n0 
.0400000 59 
.0013000 31 
-. 0fl7O00 20 
.o]23000 70 
.C143000 35 
58 34 -. 0500)
44 12 -.o0100 
33 _5 2 .-.1 lRO_ 
20 29 .01000 






















-.002300-41 54 I 
-.02BOO0a-36 26-57 
-.0200000 38 35 17 

























23.410 -.0069000 -5 
24.6n0 .0040000 45 
8 48 -. 01000 
37 46. -.. 040D 
8 58 -. 08000 







137 2 0 49.200 .0040000 42 5 27 -. 05000 .060000 ALPACH 



















.0060003 56 15 


































































































45 51.200 -.0020000-51, 53 22 















































TABLE III.- THE SHUTTLE STAR CATALOG __
 
1980 STAR POSITIONS IN M1950.O COORDINATES
 
1D RA(±DEG) DECCBEG) NPME
 
11 100.7316 16.65625 SIRIUS
 
12- 9-5.7107 -52,.j&7-6S CANOPUS
 
13 78*0333 8.2581S RIGEL
 
14 278.8134 38.7382N VEGA
 
is 210.0684 60.1330S HADAR
 
16. - 23.9647 5-7.-f9 OsS ACHERNAR
 
17 185.9521 62.8221S ACRUX
 
18 78.2489 45.9459N CAPELLA
 
19 210.6384 10.9014S SPICA
 
2U- 213.3353 19 5.3SN ARCTURUS
 
21 114.1654 5.3459N PROCYON
 
22' 297.0903 8.7379N ALTAIR
 
23 88:1161 7.399SN BETELGEUSE
 
24 . . 6 BELLATRIX6121 .Z60N 

25 151.4258 12.2122N REGULUS
 
26 343.7260 29.8891S FOMALHAUT 
27 399.9313 45.1008N DENES 
28 - Z....331.2740 47.2054S, AL.NA IR 
29 206.3914 49.5621N ALKAID
 
30 246.5840 26.3230S ANTARES
 
31 112.8513 31.9985N CASTOR
 
32. .-- 16.MDaN ALDEBARAN
6a.2627 

33 305.4260 56.8980S PEACOCK
 
34 13S.1618 69.5103S MIAPLACIDUS 
35 283.U414 26.3613S NUNKI 
36 - 275.2130 34.4114S KAUS AUSTRAL _ 
37 1.4504 2881,31N ALPHERATZ
 
38 13.4184 604464N NAVI
 
39 98.7062 16.4432N ALHENA
 
40- ... 50B54 A9-.684BN, MIRFAK
 
41 176.6233 14.8507N DENEBOLA
 
42 233.1436 26.8808N ALPHECCA
 
43 263.1539 12.5931N RASALHAGUE 
44- 164.7108 5&..6511N - .MERAK 
45 27.2247 89.0289N POLARIS
 
46 177.8039 53.9728N ALCOR
 
47 183.3065 17.2643S CIENAH
 
S-. -.. .48- 228.5770 - - -9-.200 S--- -ZUBENESCH. - ­
49 34.2040 3.2055S MIR CETI
 
5( 125.3720 59.3480S AVIOR
 
51 250.8380 68.9392S ATRIA 
- 52 . . .. .- 31.0888 23.2.Z-57N K-AMAL... .. 
53 210.9275 36.1293S MENKENT 
54 10.2720 18,2605S OIPHDA
 
55 141.2324 8.44065 ALPHARD
 
56-. -- 136.5385 43 .2299S .-..AL SIJHAIL 
57 44.u906 40.5039S ACAMAR 
58 326.0731 16.3577S DENEB ALGEID 
59 345.3384 27#8123N SCHEAT 
60 ... 325.4323 9=..flZN . ..EkIF
 
61 218.9854 60:6244S RIGIL KENT
 
62' 191.1956 59.4161S HECRUX
 
63 104.165D 28.9028S ADHARA
 





65 83:418 1.2322S ANIfLM 
66 84.55 8 1.9675S ALN TAK 
67 
68 
-... . . 84)a827 
95.1242 




69 120.4553 39.8613S NAOS 
7L 86.3458 9.6858S SAIPH 
7-1 115.5591 -22s-.-.-4-82N RO-0LLUX 
72 82.3625 *3344S MINTAKA 






S . 2-4S 
DZUBA 
76 219.6477 47.1753S 
77 204.1759 53.2132S 
78 88.9544 44.9447N MENKLINAN 
79 . . .. 218.0800 41.9397-S 








83 ... 200.48G9 55 1&56N MIZAR 
84 263.4310 42.9681S SARGAS 
85 189.6846 48.6857S MUHLIFAIN 
86 208.1013 47.0435S 
87 181.4387 50.4441S 
88 110.5292 29.2044S ALUOPA 
89 187.0942 56.8359S GACRUX 
90 240.6311 19.6705S ACRAB 
91 106.5896 26.3125S _ AL WAZN 
92 16o.2917 64.1319S 
93 223.8112 42.93435 
94 248.6205 10.4673S 
95 188.5443 68.8604S 
96 248.1911 28.1144S 








ICU 232.9499 41.0005S 
101 244.5361 25.4750S 
102 138.9377 59.0650S SCUTULUM 












107 . 256.8773 15.6E4DS SABI 
108 238.9553 25.9719S 
109 89.0784 37.2104N 























118 94.5983 30.0400S 
119 -. 105.2342 23.7392S 












124 20.362 59.9757N RUCHBACH
 
125 57. 460 31.7366N
 
426 -27.9688 "20,5- - SHER-ATAN
-.. 5N 

127 322.0061 70.3412N ALPHIRK
 






131 193.4204 38.5885N COR CAROLI 
132 222.7061 74.3598N KOCHAB 
133 339.9241 47.1467S 
134 - 54.8391 47.6291 ­
135 76.3468 5.15018 KURSA 
136 295.8530 45,0081N 
137 30.2055 42.C904N ALMACH
 






141 9.4145 56,2634N SCHEDAR
 
1-42 186.8165 .1..2-38&4S - 4LGORAB
 
143 223.7,03 27.2840N IZAR
 




























-158 237.6757 63.2819S . .
 




12 OR kQQM -QUALI~p 
TABLE III.- Continued 
UNIT VECTORS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES FOp THE YEAR 1980 
ID VAGNITUDE UNIT X - UNIT Y - - UNI T Z A...'AVE 
11 3.15C n -. 1783960 .9412859 -. 2866281 SIRIUS 
L2 - L".5o ' -.0603436 .6a34283-- -. 795NL308 CAN.OPUS 



















17 .6670 -. 4542921 -. 0473656 -. 8895927 ACRUX 
18 
19 
.5 1 4 
.5130 .1416 127 -. 9189358 
.6807646 
-. 3461078 .7186831 -. 1891202 CAPELLA SPICA 
2L .488n -. 7&79 112. -.518Z551t 3325772 -- RC TURUS 
21 .477D -. 4075911 .9083993 .0931676 PRO CYON 
22 .3690 .4501091 -. 8799567 .1519145 ALTAIR 
23 .3080 .03260C9 .9911362 .1287874 BETELGEUSE 
2-4 .Z74 .16211D9 .9Bf6370 .1*D9.8389 BELLATRIX 
25 .2690 -. 8583254 .4674731 .2115333 PEGULUS 
26 .2670 .8322535 -. 2429575 -.4983230 FOM ALHAUT 
27 .2541 .4533697 -. 5412652 .7083501 DENER 















31 .191 . -. 3293369 .78 15 r23 .5298975 CASTOR 
32 .- Q.19.10 .3552674 .8910590 -_.282427C ALD EaARAN 
33 .188F .3165653 -. 4450237 -. 8376994 PEACOCK 
34 .1871 -. 26079u3 .2334e66 -. 936735r MIAPLACIDUS 













38 .1460 .4797730 .1144610 0698946 NAVI 
39 .1370 -. 1451771 .9480496 .2830646 ALHENA 













43 .1090 -. 1163350 -. 9689846 .2180254 RAS ALHAGUE 
-4 .196 0 -. 5302795 .1449603 *8353383 MERAK 
45 .0959 .0150707 0077535 .9998564 POLARIS 
46 .090? -. 5877376 .0225388 .8087376 ALCOR 














50 .0764 -. 2951276 .4157150 -. 8602794 AVIOR 
51 .0740 -. 1179558 -.3394476 -. 9331997 ATRIA 
-52- --. 720 .7869665 .4745194 .3943541 HAMAL 
53 .0714 -. 6928494 -.4151143 -. 5896099 MENKENT 
54 .0698 .9344211 .1693414 -. 3133378 DIPHDA 













58 .0495 .7961636 -. 5355430 -. 2816330 DENEB ALGEID 
59 .0473 .8556202 -.2238705 .4665762 SCHEAT 
60 0458 .8118175 -. 5593596 .1615383 ENIF 



















ORIQRq-AQ PAOC fl 






































































7.75 .1440 -. 3794458 .4391104 -. R.14_372a 
76 .144t -. 5234020 -. 4337298 -. 7334363 
77 .1431 -. 5463162 -.2452478 -. 8008696 
78 .1393 .0127926 .7376730 .7064242 MENKLINAN 
79 .1320 - -. 5855204 -.4587774 - 66a-348C_ 
80 .1300 -. 0710207 -. 7738208 -. 6294104 
81 .1290 .5239750 .5469054 .6529507 BATEN KAITOS 
82 .1240 -. 4425206 .3694653 -. 8171114 
83 .1230- -. 5348316 -. 1997623 .21-a056- - MIZAR 
84 .122r -. 0837107 -. 7269298 -. 68159C5 SARCAS 
85 .1170 -. 6507804 -. 1110597 -. 7510996 MUHLIFAIN 





























AL 6 AZN 
92 .1021 -. 4107437 .1471346 -. 8998005 
93 .099' -. 5283273 -. 5068453 -. 6811593 
94 .C968 -. 35P7962 -.9155651 -. 1816749 
_95 .094 0 -. 3566382 -. 0535816 -. 9327048 
96 .0921 -. 3276764 -.818B815 -. 4712338 
97 .0905 .9653070 .0449177 .2572251 ALGENIB 
98 .0900 -. 4535075 .1201398 .8831180 DUBHE 
99 .0890 -. 5221557 -. 0284 4-4 _-.8523756 










-. 8577510 SCU TULUM 
-103 .G859 .9357250 -. 240178 .2517315 MARK&B 













107 .0831 -. 2186050 -. 937717-7 -. 269 9950-- - SABIK 
108 .083" -. 4636249 -.7702394 -. 4379306 
109 .0809 .0128096 .7963167 .6047443 
110 .C761 -. 3898401 -.6386421 -. 7642414 
4214- .­0760 -. 2420f48 -. 7503183 ".6 15.1643 
112 .0759 .3518084 -.3020768 ,8859912 ALDERAMIN 










3_L 5618 ...- ALG EIBA 
116 .0714 .4399490 -.6258004 .6440643 SADIR 





















































128 .0651 .7810463 .2348155 .5786436 MIRACH 
129 .065 -.5355004 -. 5167599 -.6679907 













133 .0630 .6387979 -.2334620 -. 7330981 
134 .0619 .3880972 .5509612 --.7387979 
















2 7288 2 4  
ALwACH 
7UB ENELGENUB 
139 .0590 .6698857 -. 4230317 -. 6101617 

























145 .0540 -. 2593495 -.7852979 -. 5621788 

















































157 .0460 .2680453 -. 8935835 -. 3600836 
-158 .046 0- -. 2404065 -. 3799281 -. Bg-9 2297 






1981 STAR POSITIONS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES
 
I-' R- (4+DEG) DEC(6EG) NAME 
11 100.7315 16.6565S SIRIUS 
12 95.7107 -52.6J6S - CANOPUS 
13 78.0333 8.2581S RIGEL 
14 278.8134 38.7382N VEGA 







i8 78.2489 45.9457N CAPELLA 
19 20C.6384 10.9015S SPICA 
20 213.3349 19.42-47N -ARCTURUS 
21 114.1652 5.3456N PROCYON 
22 297.0905 8.7380N ALTAIR 
23 88.1161 7,3995N BETELGEUSE 
24 80.6121 6.306DN --BE LLATRIX 
25 151.4257 12.2122N REGULUS 
26 343.7261 29.8892S FOMALHAUT 
27 3G9.9313 45.10BN DENEP 
28 .331.2740 47.2055S .. _ALNP IR 
29 206.3914 49.5621N ALKAID 
30 246.5840 26.3230S ANTARES 
31 112.8512 31.9985N CASTOR 





56. 8 q80569.5103S 
PEACOCK 
MIAPLACIDUS 
35 283 .414 26.3614S NUNKI 
36 -275.2129 34.411.fS -AUS AUSTRAL 
37 1,4505 28,8131N ALPHERATZ 
38 13.4184 60.44,64N NAVI 
39 98.7262 16.4432N ALHENA 









43 263.1539 12.5930N RASALHAGUE 









47 183.3065 17.2643S GIENAH 
48 228.5770 -9.2aoaS -ZUBENESCH 
49 34.2040 3.2056S MIRA CETI 
5L 125.372n 59.3480S AVIOR 
51 250.8380 68.9392S ATPIA 
-52 31.0B89 23-.2257N- .. HAMAL 
53 210.9274 36.1295S MENKENT 
54 10.2721 18.2605S DIPHDA 
55 141.2824 8.4406S ALPHARD 
-5-5- . -. 136.5385 -1352-99 _ ALSUHAIL ­
57 44,906 40.5P39S ACAMAR 
58 326.0732 16.3578S DENEB ALGEID 
59 345.3385 27.8123N SCHEAT 
60 325,4323 . .9,6A47N _ _ENIF_ 
61 218.9834 60,6243S RIGIL KENT 
62 191,1956 59,4161S SECRUX 
63 104.1650 28.9028S ADHARA 
_-64- 121.9978 . 47.1&3S -. REGOR 
16
 
TABLE III.- Continued 
65 83,4188 1.2322S ANILAM 
66 84.5588 1.9675S ALNITAK 
67-. 80.3328 - 2&.8-GOBC2. EL NATH 
68 95.1242 17.9297S MURZIM 
69 120.4563 39.8613S NAOS 
7 L 86.3458 9.6858S SAIPH 
U1 __15.5589 - 28_ 1P1N POLLUX 
72 '82.3625 .3344S MINTAKA 
73 192.9506 56.2307N ALIOTH 
74
75 239.3428 130.8311 22.4814S - 54.5254S DZUBA 
76 219.6477 47.1753S 
77 204.1759 53.2132S 
78 88.9544 44.94474 MENKLINAN 
79 218.uBa0 -41.9397S 








83 200.4810 -55 .1856N MIZAR 
84 263.4310 42.9681S SARGAS 
85 189.6845 48.68575 MUHLIFAIN 
86 208.1013 47.,0435S 
87 .181.4387 50,4443S 
88 110.5292 29.2044S ALUDRA 









92 160.2917 64.1319S 
93 223.6112 42.9343S 
94 248.6305 10.4673S 
95 188.5442 68.86C4S 
96 248.1911 28,1144S 









loU 232.9499 h,00OSS 
101 244.5361 25.4750S 
102 138.9377 59.C650S SCUTULUM 
103 345.5676 14.9355N MAPKAB 
104 58.6232 39.8670M 
105 1.6329 58.87269 CAPH 
106 84.4592 34.1000S PHACT 
-- 107--- 256.8773 15.6639S.- SABLK 
108 238.9553 25.9719S 
109 89.0784 37.2104N 
11 261.9925 49.8396S 
ill 252.1195 37.9639S 
112 319.3494 62.3738N ALDEFAMIN 
113 284.8577 29.9536S ASCELLA 
114 83.6637 21.1137N 
115 154.3074 20.0940PL ALGEIBA 
116 305.1379 40.0956N SADIP 
117 167.8642 20.7966N ZOZCA 
118 94.5983 30.04005 
11-9- -15.2342 23.7592S 
120 206.6485 42.2257S 
121 190.7973 67.8350S 
122 111.1396 8,3913N GOMEISA 
123- 82.6308 -- 17.8567S .ARNEB 
-OPpQlNfl WfiOmIa 
17 BP QAT 
-TABLE III.- Continued.
 
124 20.6364 59.9757N RUCHB-AOH 
1.25 57.7-460 31.7366N 
126 .27.9588 .. .. -2fh5635N..._SHEUATkN 
127 322.0061 70.3412N ALPHIRK 
128 16.7331 35,.3552N MIRACH 
129 22-3.9743 41.9053S 









1-33 339.9242 47.1468S 
134 54-8391 ..4Z.&291NJ 
135 76.3467 5.1501S KURSA 
136 295.8530 45.0081N 
133 30.,2055 42.0904N ALMACH 
138 -- 222'.0262 . 1. 8,359S ..ZUBENELGE'NU-B 
139 327.7277 37,60-12S 
140 228.5511 68.4972S 
141 9o4145 56.2634N SC.HEDAR 
142 ..186.8164 - - - 16.232-4.S __ALGORAB 
143 220.7003 27,2840N IZAR 
144 268.607 51.4937N ELTAMIN 
145 251.7237 34.2067S 
- 46 -189,.7763 -­ I.1-5& .. . 








-- 150 . 311.0503 -33.7847N 
151 5.9565 42.5809S ANKA-A 
152 29.3035 61.8122S 
153 146.4531 64.8394S 
154 230.1970 72.0121N 
155 121.3526 24.1585S 
156 31.6415 34.7513N 
1-57' 2R6.6975 21.1053S 
-- 158 - 237.6756 -. 63.2821S 





UNIT VECTORS IN M1950.3 COORDINATES FOR THE YEAR 1981
 
ID MAGNITUDE UNIT X UNIT Y UNIT Z NAME 
11 3.1500 -. 1783931 .9412848 -.2866337 SIRIUS 
z 1.050Gn -. a6D3437 *6034283 __ ".-95 13n 7 CANOPUS 
13 .8610 .2051927 .9681249 -. 1436318 PIGEL 
14 .803nl .1195117 -*7708029 .5257634 VEGA 
15 .7450 -. 4309727 -. 2495083 -. 8671840 HADAR 













19 .5130 -. 9189358 -. 3461076 -. 289 1204 SPICA 
































26 .267.1 .8322536 -. 2429558 -. 4983236 FOM ALHAUT 











AL NA IR 
ALK AID 
30 .1930 -. 3561961 -. 8224918 -. 4434316 ANTARES 
31 .1910 -. 3293362 .7B 15029 .5298970 CAS TOR 
32 - .1910 .3552672 .8910594 -..2824861 ALDEBARAN 


























39 .1370 -. 1451773 .9480496 .2830644 ALHENA 













43 .109n -. 1163345 -. 9689849 .2180243 RASALHAGUE 
4-4 .0960 -. 5302795 .14-49599 .8353384 MEPAK 
45 .0950 .0150706 .0077537 .9998564 POLARIS 













49 .082V .8257469 .5612621 -. 0559189 MIRA CETI 


















































60 .6458 .8118176 -.5593595 .1675383 ENIF 
61 .7090 -. 3813 068 -. 3085930 -. 8714215 RIGIL KENT 
62 .3910 -. 4991172 -. 0987881 -. 8608850 BECRUX 
63 .3170 -. 2142337 .8488233 -. 4833248 ADHARA 












.9949071 -. 0215047 -. 0343326 
ANILAM 
ALN ITAK 






































75 -144n - -. 3794456 .43911-. -. 81-4 3730 -
76 *144n -. 5234020 -.4337296 -. 7334364 
77 It'31 -. 5463162 -. 2452476 -. 8008696 
78 .139- .3127929 .7276730 .7064242 MENKLINAN 
-- 7'9 .1320 -. 58552U5 -. 45B 7772. =.66&-3482 -












- 83..-. 1-230- -. 5348315 -. 1997629.. -.821-055 - - MAZAR 
84 .1221 -. 0937 107 -.7269298 -. 6815905 SARGAS 
85 .1170 -. 6507804 -. 1110587 -. 7510997 MUHLIFAIN 
86 1120 -. 5011119 -. 3209815 -. 7318711 
--T 1.09- . -. 6366268 -.0159885 _-.771 Qi,63 
88 .1090 -. 3061066 .8174507 -. 4879274 ALUDRA 
89 .1070 -. 5428504 -. 0675597 -. 8371076 GACPUX 
90 .1060 -. 4618108 -.8206240 -. 3366111 ACPAB 
91 .1050 -.2559319 -,859071. -= 443 266& AL WA-ZN _ 













-95 .U940 -. 3566382 -,3535.814 -. 9 127 048 
96 .0920 -. 3276764 -. 8188814 -. 4712340 
97 .0905 .9653070 .0449177 .2572250 ALGEIB 
98 .0900 -. 4535076 .1201404 .8831178 DUR"HE 
.99 -.0890 -. 5221556 -.0 24 482 -852-3756 -










-. F577510 SCUTULUM 
1-3 .CL859 .9357251 -. 2408 176 - .2527313 - MPRKAE 
104 .0851 .3996281 .6552917 o6410072 













106 .083" -. 4636250 -. 7702393 -. 4379307 
109 ,8c' .r128 094 .7963169 .604 744C 
110 .0760 -. 0898402 -. 6386418 -. 7642417 
I- I-. 760C -. 2420649 -.7503181 -. 6151644 
























117 .0713 -. 9139550 .1965323 .3550510 ZOZCA 
118 .0700 -. 0694012 .8623897 -. 5006045 
---.119 -i]7 t. - -.2404945 8E310852 -A4n2a931 
120 .0670 -. 6618430 -. 3321272 -. 6720532 
121 .0670 -. 3735962 -.0706767 -. 9261011 
122 .0666 -. 3562977 .9229060 *1459332 GOMEISA 
,---123-- .0666 .1220831 .9439648 -. 3iD6368 ARNEB­





124 .0661 .46E2619 .1763478 .8658131 RUC HBACH 
125 .U654 .4535767 :71QZ388 :r260147 
126- .U653 .8269283 .4391085 . EI 2452 S1HERAAN ALDHIRK
127 .0653 .2651232 -. 2370016 t)417127 
126 .0651 .7813463 .2348164 .5786431 vfltCH 
129 ,U65 P -. 5356005 -. 5167597 -. 667 009 
-. 7585 147 -. 2677249 -. 594.1202
13U 	 .IO0 

131 .0635 	 -. 76030fl -. 1614146 .6237225 COP CAROLI
 
-. 1981103 -. 1828497 *9629737 )CCHAB
132 .0634 
133 .0630 .5387981 -. 2334614 -. 7330981 
134- .0619 .3880972. .5509614 .7387977 
-. n89 7658 KURSA135 .L61 .2350Q2R .Q678189 
136 .. 6 0830Jl] -. 6362463 .7,7 2VP7G 
137 .,C6J .6413321 .3733469 .6703023 ALm ACH 
13. .u596 	 -. 7146463 -. 6443}619 -. 2728828 ZUS ENLL6ENUb 
139 .0590 .5698859 -.4230313 -,6101617
 
140 .6580 -. 2426363 -.2747436 -. q303997
 
141 .0577 .5478959 .0908463 
 .A315991 SCHEDAR ALGCRAB
142 .0575 	 -. 9533199 -. 1139532 .-.2796351 
143 .u557 -. 67372b3 -. 57 553' .4594010 I"AR
 
144 .U550 -. 3123793 -. 6224774 .782539Q FLT AMIN
 
145 .054 -. 2503521 -. 7852963 -. 5621798
 
146 .f,54 0 -.98527J7 -. IbQ7669 -.02051bQ
 
-.9345988 .2383070
147 	 .C537 .2640735 

.0521 -. 3350259 -.4499335 .3196937 MUFRt1
148 

-. 4549122 .0529119 -,8889630149 	 .0510 
.5560737
150 	 .0502 .5458225 -.6267853 
 ANKAA
151 	 .L507 .73?3468 .,764105 -. 6766311 

-	




153 .049 r 	 -. 3543835 .?348870 -- qn5 100
 
154 	 0486 -. 1975885 -. 2372478 .9511218
 
.047,l -. 4747330 .77(1877 -. 4092616
155 

156 0464 .69949b2 .431U31Q .5700157 
157 .C46r .2660453 -. 8935834 -. 360083S 
-158 .1461 -. 2404063 -. 3799261 -. 8932306 
159 .045 Q 	 -. 2931675 -. 7987507 .5254047
 
QO'4ifj1) QUA)=,lI'0 1 21NAt P7=% 
21 
TABLE III.- Continued 
1982 STAR POSITIONS IN M1950.0 COOQDINATES 









13 78.0333 8.2581S RIGEL 
14 278.8135 38.7383N VEGA 
15 210.0684 60.1330S HADAR 
16 
- 23.964,R 57.4905S_ _.ACHERNAR 
17 185.9523 62.8221S ACRUX 
18 78.2490 "5.9456N CAPELLA 
19 200.6384 10.9015S SPICA 
2G 
-213.3346 19.42M2N -ARCTURUS 

















26 343.7262 29.8892S FOMALHAUT 
27 309.9313 45.1008N PENES 
28 331.2741 A7.2055S .AL NA IR 
29 206.3913 49.562ON ALKAID 
30 246.5840 26.32305 ANTARES 
31 112.8512 31.9985N CASTOR 


































41 176.6230 14.8506N DENEBOLA 
42 
43 233.1437 263.1540 26.8808N 12.5930N ALPHECCA RASALHAGUE 
44 164.7109 5.6 .&StN - MERAK 























52 31.-U90 23.2256.N -AMAL. 
53 210.9272 36.12965 MENKENT 
54 10.2721 18.26055 DIPHDA 
55 141.2824 8.44065 ALPHARD 








58 326.0732 16.3579S DENEB ALGEID 
59 345.3385 27.8124N SCHEAT 
-- 6 . 325.4323 
-9.6d47N_ - NIF. 
61 218.9813 60.62415 RIGIL KENT 
62 191.1956 59.41615 BECRUX 
63 104.1650 28.90285 ADHAPA 
-. 64 . . 121.9978 47.1883S . REGOR 
22
 









67 8.7&28 28c-6u EL NATH 
6b 95.1242 17.9297S MUPZTM 
69 120.4563 39.8613S NAOS 
70 86.3458 9.68585 SAIPH 
71 115.5587 .2&.ia2N -POLLUX 
72 82.3625 .3344S MINTAKA 






-. 4525k 5 
OZUBA 
-
76 219.6477 47.1753S 
77 204.1759 53.2132S 
78 88.9643 u4.9447N mENKLINAN 
79 -218.4;800 41.9391S -
80 264.7561 39.0067S 
81 46.2267 40.7644N BATEN KAITOS 
82 140.1411 54,7967S 
83 20.4810 55. L856N -_MIZAR 
84 263.4313 42.9681S SAROAS 
85 189.6844 48.68575 m-UHLIFAIN 
86 4"8.1013 47.0435S 
87 181.43B6 5.0*44_43S 
88 110.5292 29,2044S ALUDRA 
89 187.0942 56.8360S GACRUX 
95 240.6311 19.67055 ACRAE 




223. 6 1 1 1  
64.1319S 
42.93435 
94 248.6905 10.4673S 
- 95 188.5442 68.8605S 









99 183.1185 58.4710S 
Ic 232.9499 41.0005S 
101 244.5361 25.4750S 
102 138.9376 59.0650S SCUTULUM 
103 345.5676 14,935-5N MARKAB 
104 58.6232 39.867014 
105 1.6332 58.8726N CAPH 
106 84.4592 34.1000S PHACT 
In7 256.8773 15.6639S SABIK 
108 238.9553 25.9719S 
109 89.0785 37.2104N 
110 261.9P25 49.8396S 
11l 252.1195 37a2639S 
112 319.3495 62,3738N ALDERAMIN 
113 284.8577 29.9536S ASCELLA 
114 83.6637 21.1137N 
-­115 154.3075 20.-0939N . ALGEIBA 
116 335.1079 40.0956N SADIP 
117 167.8642 20.7965N ZOZCA 
118 94.5983 30.0400S 
119 105.2342 23.7592S 
120 206.6485 42,2257S 
121 190.7973 6748350S 
122 111.1096 8.3913N GOMEISA 





1294 20.6366 59.9757N RUCHBACH 
125 57*7460 31.7366N 
126 - 27.9689 -2 563-NS .-- SHER-ATAN 
127 322.0061 70.3412N ALPHIPK 
12E 16.7331 35.3551N MIRACH 
129 223.9743 41.9053S 
13L. - 19%.4408 -- 36-50aS.- ­
131 193.4203 38.5885N COR CAPOLI 
132 222.7060 74.3598N KOCHAB 
133 339.9242 47.1468S 
134.. 54.8391 -47.S291N
 




137 30.2055 42.0904N ALMACH
 






141 9.4145 56.2633N SCHEDAR
 
142 .-186.6163 16.2385S .--. ALGORAB
 
143 220.7003 27.2840N IZAR
 





































UNIT VECTORS IN P1950.3 COOROINATES FOR THE YEAR 1982
 
10 MAGNITUOE UNIT X U'NI-T 'Y Urf 2 NAME 
11 3.15nC -. 1793903 .9412836 -. 2866394- SIRIUS 
12 1.5000 -. 3603438 . 6 34248 -. 79-5 1307 CANOPUS. 


























19 .513n -. 9189358 -. 3461074 -. 1891206 SPICA 
2L .4880 -. 7879225 -. 5182497 .3325589 ARC TURUS 
21 .477P -.4075853 .9084029 .C931576 PROCYON 
22 .3690 .4501134 -.8799538 .1519181 ALTAIR 
23 .308 n .9326006 .9911362 .1287875 BET ELGEU SE 
24 .2740 .1621310 .9806370 .1-098388 - RELLATRIX 
25 .2690 -. 8583243 .4674753 .2115333 REGULUS 













AL NA IR 
29 .197 0 -. 5810241 -.2883131 .7611088 ALK AID 
30 .1930 -. 3561962 -. 8224917 -. 4434317 ANTARES 
31 .1910 -.3293356 .7B15035 .5298966 CASTOR 













35 .183C .2021891 -.872909 -. 4440311 NUNKI 
36 .1580 .0749573 -. 8215-885 -. 565J-316.- KAUS AUSTRAL 
37 .1480 .8759164 .0221794 .481952'8 ALPHERATZ 
38 .1460 .4797729 .1144613 .8698946 NAVI 
39 .1370 -.1451775 .9480497 .2830641 ALHENA 




.110c -. 9649189 -. 5353003 .0569386 -. 7136864 .2562995.4521355 DENE-OLA ALPHECCA 
43 .1090 -. 1163339 -.9689852 .?180233 RASALHAGUE 
44 .0950 -. 5302795 .1449595 .35 3385. . LE2 AK 
45 .0959 ,0150705 .0077539 .9998564 POLARIS 
46 .090? -.5877376 .0225379 .808 7376 ALCOR 
















































AL S-JIAIL . 
57 .0540 .5461227 .5290557 -.6494998 ACAMAR 
58 .C495 .7961644 -. 5355404 -. 2816357 DENEB ALGEID 
59 .0473 .556801 -.2238686 .466'5774 SCHEAT 
6 .45.8 - 8118177 -. 5593594 .1675383 ENIF 
61 .7099 -. 3813201 -.3085813 -. 8714198 RIGIL KENT 
62 .3910 -. 4991172 -.0987879 -. 8608850 BECRUX 
63 .3170 -. 2142337 .8488233 -. 4833248 ADHARA 
64 .2-700 -. 3601059 .5763395 -. 133 5915 REGOR -_ 
25
 
. ... TABLE III.- Continued
 
65 .2560 .145M 8s .931806 -.0215047 ANILAM 
66 .2520 947691 .9949071 -. 0343326 ALN ITAK 
-- 6-. -... 7-9 --- .- - 76QAQQ1 5_0 ZLNAIHC _ 
68 .2030 -. 0849768 .9476324 -. 3078502 MURZIM 
69 .1960 -. 3890806 .6616822 -. 6409313 NAO S 
70 .1770 .0628255 .9837410 -. 1682457 SAIPH 
--.- 4_ 1-71.2- _ _ 10-4 --- 7 - LX-47--PL ­
72 .1680 .1329029 .9911119 -.0058371 MINTAKA 
73 .1640 "-.5416891 -,1246666 .8312829 ALlOTH
.147074 -. 4711502 -.7948588 -.3823831 D.ZU BA 
37SJ&4S-.-4 K9L0&L_-75- -. 1440 -. . - L332 ­
76 .1440 -. 5234020 -. 4337295 -e7334365 
77 .1430 -. 5463162 -. 2452475 -. 8908697 
78 .139n .0127932 .7076730 .7064242 MENKLINAN
-- S- -4Z2& .. -. 5&5 205--- ---. S8Z72!-- &aS3_.. .. .... 
80 .1300 -. 0710208 -,7738206 -. 6294107 
81 .1290 .5239750 .5469054 v6529507 RATEN KAIOS 
82 .1240 -.4425205 .3694653 -. 8171114 
-a- -r2.a .. -13- &3 4 A3 1S .... 'LQ9_90J& I. DlMZ.A - ­
84 .122 -. 0837106 -. 7269298 -o6815905 SARGAS 
85 .1170 -.6507805 -. 1110578 -. 7510998 MUHLIFAIN 
86 .1120 -. 6011119 -. 3209812 -.7318713 
- --- - .....----=..4 7---- I o77 . .8 3 6- -31R - 3-
88 .1090 -. 3061066 .8174507 -. 487-9274 ALUDRA 
89 .1070 -,5428493 -. 0675595 r",. 837 1083 GACRUX 





- _.5-9al.- :-.3366112 _ N85.-l-- Av&- -.4a-sI ,-I.I t. !LFWA. 
92 .1020 -. 4107437 .1471348 -.8998005
 
93 .0990 -. 5283274 -.5068448 -. 6811597
 
94 .096P -. 3587960 -. 9155652 -. 1816747 
96 - .0920 -. 3276765 -.8188813 .4712341 
97, .0905 .9653070 .0449177 - -. 25722507 ALGENIB 
98 ,.0900 -. 4535077 .1201411 ' 
, 
8831177 DUBHE 
­.. . "qQ ng@Qn. _ __-,S .. __ L _ -.- 8 jO, . ....-. S7.47-,? . _" ._, _ _ _ 
I00 .0890 -. 4547190 -. 6023352 -. 6560662 
101 .088fl -. 3881402 -.8150745 -. 4301170 
102 .0860 -. 3876C28 .3376792 -. 8577510 SCUTULUM
 
. -- 4O13-- .-a85-9- ... .93S7_2-52_ - 2J084tl -2-5713_...At
"AR 
104 .0851 .3996280 .6552918 .64t0DE71 
105 .0843 .5167333 i0147336 " ,s560197 CAPH
 
106 ,0840 .0799535 .8241914, -",5606388 - PACT 
108 .0830 -.4636250 -. 7702392 -.4379308
 
109 .080f .0128091 .7963171 .6047437
 
110 .076C -. 0898403 -. 6386415 -. 7642419
 
_ 
2 6_49- - 1 nQ-4 1 -. ____16_-
112 o0759 .3518 090 -.3020755 .8859915 ALDERAMIN 
113 ,0740 .2221685- -.8374616 -.4992987 ASCELLA114 .0736 ,1029542 i.9271688 .'3 60220111S nf72 7 !.EAS2R4t 4trl7 IS -~4 4AAtF 1JE Af 
116 .0714 .4399490 -.6258004 .6440643 SADIR 
117 .0713 -. 9139554 .1965317 .3550504 ZOZCA 
118 .0700 -. 0694012 .8628897 -. 5006045
 
1 -19Z - -___2_--11
:, .,.&_30S.Z_.-LOZSSI 

120 .0670 -. 6618429 -. 3321270 -. 6720532
 
121 .0670 -. 3705961 -.0706766 -. 9261011 ­
122 .0666 -. 3562975. -.9229061 .145-9330 
 -OM'EISA
 






124 o0661 :46829615 .1763492 -> 86S8130 <- RUCHBACH 
125 .0654 .4538 67 *7 9 3$8 -. 26 0147 	 ; 
... .3--- 6 _ 6 %126.9 3 a 7
 
127 .0653 .2651232 -.2070915 .9417127 ALPHIRK
 
128 .0651 .7810464 .2348173 .5786427 MIRIACH
 
129 .0650 -.5356005 -.5167596 -.6679010
 
1 fl 61t5S.Z -3fl;-	 2-41 Q;()41 fnA 
* 	 131 .0638 -o7603020 -.1814135 .6237227 COR CAROLI 
132 :.0634 -. 1981104 -.1828495 .9,629737 KOC HAB 
133 .0630 .6387982 -.2334608 -,733.£981
 
-1---l
L .D6l S- .- 8s093L?2 - fSlQ &A&- 1A 719272& 
135 .0610 .2350932 .9678188 -. 0897662 KURSA 
136 0606 .3Fj83002 -.6362461 .7072071
 
137 .0600 .6413322 o3733471 .670321 ALMACH
 
-11---. 5 - 234i&5---Au"0A4R4 nA - ., 7A 1 7IIE NL-ELNUE 
139 ,1590 .6698862 -.4230309 -#6101617 
140 .0580 -.2426365 '..2747433 -,9303997 
141 .0577 ,5478060 .09n08465 *8315990 'SCHEDAR 
-n;7.__ -". -. 953199t- _ARflS22L 2-7EIS& _LEOJiAS ­
143 .0557 -.6737854 -.5795530 *4584010 IZA R
 
144 .0550 -. 3123794 -.6224774 .7825398 ELT AMIN 
145 .054n -.2593547 -.7852947 -.5621809 
....-.-. AtM ._4151If -- , 9-85 2-11 - 1-9 LL -__ f515t 
147 .0537 *2640734- -,9345990 -. 2383065 
148 .0521 -.8360265 -.4459335 %3196920 MUFRID9 }.0510 -4549121 0529121 -8 88,963 1 
.. . - -. W l . . -_ % 
151 .0507 .7323453 .0764113 -.6766325 ANKAA 
152 .0500 .4119180 .2311924 -.8814043 
153 .0490 -.3543804 .2348880 -.9051200 
---- 1-5k .6 -.. - ._T76 885_ -. 2 32-4M7-. L1219 .. . 
155 .0470 -,4747328 .7791880 r.409 2614 
156 .0464 .6994950 .4310326 5700156 
157 .0460 .2680453 -.8935834 -,.3600840 





1983 STAR POSITIONS IN M1950.0 COODIhAIESK - -
ID RA(tDEG) DEC(DEG) NAME
 
11 100.7312 16.6572S SIRIUS 
1 ;) __ __- 7 rStfA-N PAr.I IS_~ 
13 78.0333 8.2581S RIGEL 
14 278.8136 " 38.7384N VEGA
 
15 ".- 210.0683 60.1331S HADAR
 
17 185.9522 62.8221S ACRUX
 
18 78.2490 45.9455N CAPELLA
 
19 200.6383 10.9015S SPICA
 
21 114.1648 .... t4 5N "PRO4YON 
22 2?97.0908 8.7-382N ALTAIR 
23 - 88.1161 7 'w'3995N 8BETELGEUSE­
25 151.4256 12.2122N REGULUS 
26 343.7264 29.8892S FOMALHAUT 
27 309.9313 45.1008N DENEB 
29 - -206.3913 "4945620N ALKAID 








31.9984N - CASTOR 
16g4-SR-_LL._ALDEB_LARA.N 
33 305.4260 56.8980S PEACOCK 
34 138.1614 69.5102S MIAPLACIDUS 
35 283.0414 26.3614S NUNKI 
3L___ _21 .9 .... . . 4 15SS KAII AlIST RAI 










41 176.6228 14.8506N DENEBOLA
 
42 233.1437 26.8808N ALPHECCA
 
43 263.1540 12.5929N RASALHAGUE
 
... ....
F-- -.. AL--- 2 .- ,. 0-- -------- U . .. 
7_2270 ":ALCORg LARIS
46 -45 17 .894 "o 3Jg 28N • PN ,
 
47 183.3064 - 17.Zt4SS - GIENA '4 
_ __________fii.-.9OA~~fn1' -71ifnFNr H-, 
49 34.2040 3.2057S MIRA CETI
 
50 125.3720 59.34805 AVIOR
 
51 250.8381 68.9393S ATRIA
S2 -3t!-q~ 23.225AN&MEAaAL ___......... , 
53 2,10.9270 - 36-42985 MENKENT 
54 10'o2722 18 2605S tIPHDA­
55 141.2524 -840&S -ALPKARD> 
57 44.0906 40.5039S ACAMAR
 
58 326.0733 16.3579S DENEB ALGEID
 
59 345.3386 27.8124N SCHEAT 
60 732--&.a 4 - -. . .-9... 4-F 
61 218.9793 60:i6239S RIGIL -KENT 
62 -91.1956. '59.4t61S BECRU - $ ; 
63 - " 104.1650 ' 281;90285 'AOIAR-­
oRIGNA PAGE IS 
28 Q QXQAJ~ 
- -
-- _ TABLE III.- Continued 
-2 " ANI 
65, 81: 1 
66 - 84.55 8 Y 'I *.9675S s';ALN -AK
-h_ ---- 6 -7-2A - - --5&56N M - '"_- A 
68 95.1242 17.9297S MURZIM
 
69 120.4563 39.8613S NAOS
 
70 86.3458 9.6858S SAIPH 
--- - 1-- - 1412 I f±J - - ­---------. 15 R98_2__ Li ix72 - 82.3625 K's- .3344S - MINTAKA 
73 192.9607 S6.2307N ,ALIOTH 





78 88.9543 44.9447N MENKLINAN
 
-I 80 - , 264-47561 - 39 067S 
81 . 46,2267 -40.7644N BATEN KAITOS
 
82 " 140, 1 "54*7967S
 
8a - 1"40 11 ss-lRS-m • T7AP'-­
84 263.4310 42.9681S SARGAS 




-- ~~~~~~~ - R- -4S.L& 5.l3-8-6-_____4 
88 11*0.5292 29.2n44S - -ALUDOWA 
89 187.0942 - 56.8361S :GACRUX, 
90 -- 240,6311 19.6706S - ACRAB 








-95.E&.5k2. .. ... .. . ifl5S&._ ­
96 - 248. 1911 28.-1144S ­97 -. , 2-.6642 149DSSN ALGENIB 
98' 1, 62;0207N DUBHE- 65.1622 





102 138.9376 59.0650S SCUTULUM
 
1D3 _3M.-52&1f..... 1.I55__IAMJiB. 
104 58.6232 39o-8669N 
105 - 1.6335 - 58",72SN "- CA i",­









 $/ .____2;- . - ,­ZSZf..194 ... 
1-12 319.3496 62,3738N ALDERAMIN 
113 , 284.85-76 29"9536S ASCELLA 
l__114 836637 -21 - Z 1N > " " ' 
116 305.1079 40.0956N SADIR
 




I -- -- --- L19~ 
120 206,w6485 42.'2257S ',. .. 
"121 .'1L9,0.7972 .67;8350S -"­





































133 339s9243 "47,1468S . 







... - 22-0 1 c-........; r 711 REFNLEN UB__ 









143 220.7003 27.2840N IZAR 
....... 
144 
145 t.____ -­ - -
268.8607 
251.7233£89-3 .. ............-- - -­
51,4937N 


























































UI0.0 'COORDINATES -FOR THE YEAR -83
 
ID MAGNITUDE UNIT X UNIT Y UNIT Z NAME
 
1i 3.1500 -. 1783874 .9412824 -. 2866450 SIRIUS
 
....-... tO------ _".6 0Z-M - - P,034 7R 5 __ r-AN-02 US­1 /76

13 .8610 :2051927 .96&1249 ,.14,3-6318 RIGEL
 
.8030 .195134 -,7708009 i.6 57655 VEGA
 
L . -.-. - t HADAR
15 .7450-- 6-- - - -4309726q- i387 "_---,2!.-2495080; Q-I '-.81842,-,nR __.A_CHE.RARI6& _- .m2lR4 i? A 3 l2P -- __-A fl. .ss1,tna7'. ' hRAZ 
17 .6670 -. 4542919 -.0473651 -. 8895928 ACRUX 
18 .5140 .1416124 .6807693 .7186787 CAPELLA 
-__6_ 
19 .5130 -.9189359 -.3461072 -.1891208 SPICA 
7~ -~~~-~S9. 1--- q A2 47r0 -R~lRUS___aU;9 
21 .4770 -.4075824' .938404;t7 -- 0931526- PROCYON 
22 .3690 .4501157' -. 8799524 t-i1519199 -,ALTAIR 
23 .3080 .0326004 .991-1362 1287876: - BETELGEUSE 
- 4- 7 G1 3.&2a_. 98OZ7_O -09 RA f tLA TRIX__._ 
25 .2690 -. 6583237 .4674763 .2115333 REGULUS 
26 .2670 .B322537 -.2429526 -.4983250 FOMALHAUT 
27 .2540 .4530697 -.5412652 .7083501 DENEB 
-2--_ - n5 n .. 9-5-759 9_ 55 3_5_6___LLA5S .-- 2 
2,9 .1,970. -. 5810244 -.28831-26 .761 108T ALK AID 
0 - .#1930 -.3561962 -.8274916 r*4434318 ANTARES 
31', 01918O. -. 3293350 •,7815040 _-j.:1.89161 'CSTOR 
12 .. _101fn .3&5266,__ i en-riE..AOIZ, 
33 .1880 .3165648 -,4450228 -.8377001 PEACOCK
 
34 .1870 -.2607898 .2334891 -.9367345 MIAPLACIDUS 
35 .1830 .2021891 -.8729007 -. 4 444314 NUNKI 
. . 1S8-LAI 
37 *1480 .8759168. .0221801 - .4:819522,. ALPHERA-Tt_.­
38 .1460 .1144-64 n8698946.- - NAVI ­
3 S&.;tL49_5_7_.L_-2 5_2_ PLKtA1L AULRAL 
.4797729' * ­
39 .137-0 -. 1451777 .9480497 W-Z28&_0639 , A'LHENA ,'
L----2--- &E .'7 4 A0 ­
41 e1120 -.9649 189 .0569410 .2562989 DENEBOLA 
42 .1100 -.5349999 -.7136869 .4521351 ALPHECCA 
ll.. -16fl--- -- -- 7 - 9 MIFA,,
 
43 .1090 -.1163334 -.9689855 .2180222 RASALHAGUE 
. 94ZU-0.--- 5 02_795. 6nqS& ... -1 B2&3_SC nERA_ 
4 5 0959 *0150704 ,0077541 99998564 - POLARIS 
4.6 .090Z -. 5877376 .0225374 _-c.8087376 V ALCOR- , 
417 .0893 -.9533565 -.0550771 "r;2963793"'- -GIENAH 
__ ,- 2II--R_ 

49 .0820 .8257469 .5612619 -. 0559212 MIRA CETI 
50 .0764 -. 2951273 .4157154 -. 8602794 AVIOR 
51 .0740 -. 1179553 -. 3394472 -.933200 ATRIA 
52__-.07 2_0 .* 7&L..9S 5- - E 4r222 .,943 W L -HAM 
53 0714 -. 6928495 -,4151055 ' ,.S961&0>- MENKENT, 
I.-_. _ i -----. B69... . 6531,,-021-__.- . flt_2 .I- ='1g-A 'RI ± .Z.BENEfl 
54 .0698 .9344207 .16934W7 -.31-33373C D-IPHDA 
-55 . ,0682 .. 771869 .6187081 146 7833 - ALP HARD. 
57 .0540 .5461230 .5290556 -.6494997 ACAMAR 
58 .0495 .7961648 -. 5355392 -. 2816371 DENEB ALGEID 
59 .0473 .8556800 -. 2238676 .4665780 SCHEAT 
-- - -- ---- S -.- B -1-.8 ,.&5-9 . - F_ ........6 - 9-3 - .3 ...--
61 .7090 -. 3813334 -. 3085696 -. 8'714182 R'IGIL., KEN4T;­
62 . -. 4991171 'r.8 60885 1 BERUX .3910 -,0987877 

63 .3170" -. 2142337 .8488233 -.4833"248 -' ADHARA ­





149931805 99. -- 047'- ,ANILAM 
66 .2S20 79A9 0947691 .. 9,47n7 " ...- IAN A%'A6 1"03"3 7 ..- "" 	 q'-' -ft 3L- IA 
. - -o,'al,. 	 tLI67v ".-24,o-n- .4C670€ .W660f.aQ'.nt . .U~T '- -Z''..t.- _ 
68 .2030 -. 0849768 .9476324 -. 3078502 MURZIM
 
69 .1960 -. 3890805 .6616823 -. 6409313 NAOS
 
70 .177C .0628255 .9837410 -o1682t,57 SAIPH
 
72 :680 .1329029" . 9911119-;0068537: ,V-MINTAKA, 
'73 .164 -. 54-16890 -. 1246612-- t .8312828 'ALIOTH 
-74c75 L.,4_4-ig 7G , "- . ",7948S88 ':-.P•*3823833 DZUBA -­. n - -*O711503-.- .IL S -j.. 	 -- '7. t > ~r, T ., ­
76 .1440 -. 5234020 -. 4337293 -. 7334366
 
77 .1430 -. 5463 162 -. 2452473 -. 8008698
 
78 .1390 .0127934 .7076730 .7064242 MENKLINAN
 
s0 .1300' --.0710209. -€773870"s --6-94108 -,
290 .5239750 *5469054--'."5-9507" 7 8ATEN- KATTOS 
8 ,12'4-0 .. 	 520 %.- 8A-74.._917-i " 
___- t " l. 1 1,, (3A, f'l i _iLU_ ,ot,1--	 t.IZ_A 

84 .122n -. 0837106 -. 7269298 -. 6815905 SARGAS
 
85 .1170 -. 6507806 -. 1110568 -. 7510998 MUHLIFAIN
 
,86 .112P -. 6011119 -. 3209808 -.7318714 
87 .3nq R34, 2E.7 -.. 9 R -"77I1f4 
-88 i .1090- ".306106 6 '8174507 4 8-.879274O'- ALU RA89 .0,70-T 45q28483- _,0675S92' 83;09:t G.ACRUX , 
:4f-, -. .. .6' ACR AS " ; 
.__ ...-..-1 59.31 _. 4 3 ­
90 '.106 0 )18'109 8206 230 - 33 3 	 " 
_-  	 o -7- " AL-.WAT~ " " 
92 .1020 -. 4107438 .1471349 -. 8998005
 
93 .099c -. 5283274 -. 5068445 -. 6811599
 
94 .0968 -. 3587960 -. 9155653 -. 1816746
 
Q5 F - A o3La 0._ -,3_6/Z .... 35&10zn .3flL2 ____ 
- -96,092' - -.3276765 ,8188812'- -- 1-2--342 
-- 97 'i.0905 .9653071 "-.0k49177 267 249-	 ­
- 93-Wi .;0900: ".4535079- 120141-7- .83 11,7-UH ­
;22S-n2flA44TA 	 -­
100 .0890 -. 4547190 -. 6023351 -. 6560663
 
101 .0880 -o3881402 -. 8150745 -.4301172
 
102 .0860 -. 3876027 .3376793 -.8577510 SCUTULUM
 
!03 .,Oe;50 	 ,9-3 5.2-5 L. .A;'f4 1,7. lZ 
1.04 ."085I -> 	 .3996280 .6552-920, t64 010 ' 
-- .05 .084'3 -. 5167339 o0147362--- ,.8l56 0"- LCAPH ­
,.Ij7995 3 5 ,.82419,14 "*5'606
L_-,--4:0' 
108 .0830 -. 4636250 -. 7702391 -. 4379309
 
109 .0800 .0128089 .7963174 .6047434
 
110 .0760 -. 0898404 -.6386412 -. 7642422
 
Ili .7,P 	 15-T!7 -s6353647
-, 22-A&& Q 
5 .iaz:.'o-759 • .151-8093 -,.3o20748iv-tA8S5S9-16 - A MIN 
>-13t ,6740 -- .2221684 -,8 37Qa17r- ,A,9-9Z9877; ASCELLA ­
- - "-i- 0.736 1--.1029 542 ';927168wj.,360-2200 -- r- ­
116 .071a .4399490 -.6258004 .6440643 SADIR
 
117 .0713 -. 9139558 .1965311 .3550498 ZOZCA
 
118 .0700 -. 0694012 .8628897 -. 5006045
 
- 19 n7nn .-.	 Z4 sALL. afr)85. -.Ufl2SI1 
:-O670- -,3321269t--.- ' ­.6618,429. 	 o672'0533 ;-
-
J , .3705960,067.O -. 7.f67644 ; .926-X1tZ;..----
"OME-ISA,A22 "066,6 - -.3562973 .9229062 -,45932- 2 -
DRIGINAL PAGE 18 
SN IOOR QUALITY 
32
 
_ TABLE III.- Continued
 
124 .0661 ,462612 - 1763507 48658129 RUC14BACH 
.4538767 ,92389 

I -065c 3 S6-9-2.&---- 15~~ 

125 .0654 T .SZ60147 
1216 .-.- ;C'>6 SWEAANX_ 
127 .065 .2651232 -. 2070915 .9417127 ALP HIRK 
128 .0651 .7810464 .2348182 .5786423 MIRACH 
129 .C65l -.5356005 -.5167594 -.6679011 
.. ... p./ -. ,75Z.1 r -4 -. ,7791 7 -_C QL 1'nQQ 
131 1.0638 -.7603021 -.1,14123 ' _.623?229 COR CAROLI 
132 .0634 -.1981104 -.1828494 -. 6O&;"737 KOCHAB 
133 .0630 .5387984 -o2334601+. 7-,33 0982 
135 .0610 .2350937 .9678186 -.0897666 KURSA 
136 .0606 .3083003 -. 6362459 .7072073 
137 .0600] .6413322 .3733474 .6703020 ALMACH 
ls f. AZ4Q --.- '. -­qr 1 1EiELGLFNLLB_ 
139 .0590 .6698864 -. 4230305 --. 6'101618 ­
140 .0580 -.2426366 -&274743( -;1;9303998" 
-- 141 .0577 .5478961 40908468 i8315989 SCHEDAR 
143 .0557 -. 6737856 -. 5795528 .4584011 IZAR 
144 .0559 -. 0123 794 -. 6224775 o7825398 ELT AMIN 
145 .U54 0 -. 2593572 -. 7852931 -. 5621819 
- 146 - .5 U-------= .- -8S2-1 6 r-6&&14 .nl55.. 
147 ,2640734 -. 9345991 s238-3060-0537 
148 .0521 -.8360271 -. 4459335 .13969G4 .. M FR'I) 
149 .0510 -.4549120, ."529122.. - 888"963 ­
i~ 9 _5AS 823-9- -. 6A7 2- r4nl 
151 .G507 .7323439 .0764122 -. 6766340 ANKAA 
152 .0500 .4119175 .2311936 -.8814043 
153 .0499 -.3543804 .2348880 -.90512001 R4-_ .,[1-4 A .;- . - ,19-26 U8 L_. - 2 ?- 5 ___.9-5U1219_155 ,0470 -. 47473 25 .7791883 -. 4092612
 
156 .0464 .6994947 *43I0332 .5700154
 
157 .0460 o2680452 -.8935833 -. 360,0842 
......... nZ-,_ a_6_ -- 3j3_._3Z -. 89312324
_





1984 STAR POSITIONS lN M-1950.0QCOORDINATES& -- -
ID RA(+DEG) DEC(DEG) NAME
 
11 100.7310 16.65755 SIRIUS

--2 
- 95 7107 •5?7667A( CA J13 971870333 -- i>'" e.zSai ;RIGEL 
14 ' 78.8137 38-4785N VEGA ­
15 "( ""•-210.068"3 - - -60;.133ts ;HADAR 
17 185. 9522 62. 8221S ACRU X 
18 78.2491 45,9454N CAPELLA 
19 200.6383 10.9015S SPICA 
2 "I -'. 11-646 .S. 3447N '-KPROCYON 
22 - - '--, 297;0909 . _:" - ALTAIR. .8 .7383N-

23 7 88.1161 - - 7.3995N - BETELGEUSE 
'-m -- -.av f lnmAn -Q-&11 -. -> pRFlI ATfTX 
25 151.4255 12.2122N REGULUS 
26 343.7265 29.8893S FOMALHAUT
 
27 309.9313 45. 1008N DENEB
 
____ u7_ TQ 
29 - - ~ 27392 -" - - "'9.62ONt; sc2AL0AI-6-- -912 
2___ ___ ___ - 5f7_9cAr Al NA 




" - ?-', - A10 R -"31 - - 319984NI Unrm -' -- -CASTOR.. 
33 305.4260 56.8981S PEACOCK 
34 138.1613 69,5102S MIAPLACIDUS 
35 283.0414 26.3614S NUNKI
 
17 2- - .125.94I1 5 HA[lS AUSTRAL 
38 13.4860 64N 
39 - -98.706-3 -; 1 4--,3Th "-AL:HENA -­p4fl :,- 0.1_,-_ U - RANK- -- ,M-1RWA -' - '% 
41 176.6227 14.8505N DENEBOLA
 
42 233.1438 26.8807N ALPHECCA
 
43 263.154D 12.5928N RASALHAGUE
 
___q__- .f.l.--- --. 5 f l MLPA_. .. 
-4 -5 27,2277 - "- - "8W.0289N -POLARI'S. 
46 -- 173801 41 - " 3-7--N -AU'COR • 
- - "47>- " 183.3064 1" ., 17f2643$WS<_Y'GIENAH"t,,J 
49 34.2040 3.2058S MIRA CETI
 
50 125.3719 59.3480S AVIOR
 
51 250.8381 68.9393S ATRIA
 
cz S1,l91 c2 .22r'm HAMAI 




-141-,-2824 - - .,4406s-" --,A0HARD - ­
57 44.0905 40.5039S ACAMAR
 
58 326.0734 16.3580S DENEB ALGEID
 





3 .... 6o;-6237s-,?. IRIGI-LFNTF sENT - •ti- ---' --F "-
" ...--
"-- °"28973";2 8,9773 6; 
'"6%:;. ;•; -... 1914.955 .•59.J414>St$"? .E'CRU-X- -§"-:'-i'I -- -", - 10446'1B50 - m2'-8,90285W-tZ. A0$ARAj- - ,22? 
ORQINAAL PAGE IS 
34 op MO9ia QQUJZ=. 
_-TABLE III.- Continued
 
65 83.418§ 1.Z322S ANILAM
 
66 84.5588 1.96 SS ALNITAK
 
68 95.1242 17.9297S MURZIM
 
69 120.4562 39.8613S NAOS
 




72 82.3625 .3344S 'MI-NTAKA
 
73 192.9607 56.2307N "ALIOTH
 






78 88.9643 44.9447N MENKLINAN
 
28 O B -L 7 - .. 1I.g 9 72 
80 264.7561 39:.0'G7 

81 46.2267 40.7644N BATEN KAITOS
I I 
8 1 ?4.Aa& 5%9,1,9;N -- MZA 
82 140.1-411 54.7967S 

84 263.4310 42.9681S SARGAS
 
85 189.6843 48.68575 MUHLIFAIN
 
86 208.1012 47.04355 
87 1&,ta& . . .Snl 
-­
88 110.5292 29.2044-S ALUDRA 
89 187.0942 56.83625 GACRUX
 
90 240.6311 19.67065 ACRAB
 









97 2.6642 14.9055N. ALGENIB
 






-9 9------ t8&.f& _5.,4ilL210 
101 244.5361 25.47505
 
102 138.9376 59.0650S SCUTULUM
 
104 58.6232 39.8669N -<105 1.6338 58 *8-725N CAPH106 S4.4592 34a 0O05 PHACT
 








112 319.3496 62.3738N ALDERAMIN
 
113 284.8576 29.95365 <ASCELLA
 
114 83.6637 21.1137N
 Jli 5.3I0" ___ _2 a 09 *4h ---2lItLALGELW.___
 
116 305.1079 40.0956N SADIR
 




9-?142 3 ,-'_5.2 - _ - - -, , 
120 206.6485 42.2257S 
121 190.7972 67.8353- ­
122 111.1096 8.3913N GOEISA
 
-- 2_ _--a2--S.43 0-.8-- 1--- 675_-A R N .
 
DORxQfRq PAGRIj3 




C----- - - --- -- 75N- - -'H8C 
124 -20.6369 'I*UCH ACH 
S125 57 60 - ' -­7366N
 
127 322.0061 70.3412N ALPHIRK
 




.. . . "-o "f nnc
-. (l 99 ng - 4t 
F- 131 193,4201 ',38.5885N COR CAROLI 
132 222.7059 - 7 ,5598 N KOCHAB 
133 339.9243 47A,'*468C 








139 , 321.7278 -376012S
 
222..na.&i 71PIRF 
140 228.5509 i,.- 68..4972S 
141 9 4146 • ,. -- V,56,26-33N- - SCfEDAR. 
143 220.7003 27.284ON IZAR
 




1 4f J 9i_ - 9-. 1-1756S 
147 285,*7778 -13,-7866PN- ;- - , 
-<8
" 2 j._8,w6441N ?;-;MUFRID .­Z08.0753 
149 ' 173.3655 3 r7 -• ;[-..... _______ ... 4;- ­-,ztIaso Xt7j jNg st 

151 5.9567 42.5813S ANKAA
 
152 29.3040 61.8122S 
153 146.4630 64.8394eS 
155 1 < :121,3521121X.3S92 ...... -- 241SM -21N "..."5~ : 
-156 31i6417 3,75T 3N 




., , - 36 ,, ,. -- - -- --- -; 
- -- ,, - -. -• - .- - - . : . - • - - : . . •/ ; 




10 MAGNITUDE UNIT X UNIT Y UNIT Z NA ME 
11 3.1500 -. 1783846 .9412812 -. 2866506 SIRIUS 
--- - z.W.--- n .4fl4Q-32A S 7t0 inA CAN APIL& -­Ot0$4 ­
13 - ;2051927-- 1 RIGELS610 ,9681249 -143,631,8 
14 .8030-< .1195142 -. 77,0T999, 6257666 .VEGA 
is .7450-,- -. 439725 -. 2495078 .86718,42. HADAR 
I fi ,Acr) -- .. - aA-F.Rt.,i _t4t 1029l2S.m-zIaKRNkR-­
17 .667,f -. 4542918 -. 0473649 -. 8895929 ACRUX 
18 .5140 .1416123 .6807708 .7186773 CADELLA 
19 .5130 -.9189359 -. 3461070 -. 189 1210 SPICA 
20 oB __7R 9 33- 3325407 ARC-UU.L-S-SO "p518243 
-21 .477 0, ---. 4075 795 ;9084066"-." -093-14t7Tt--PROCYON ." 
22 .3690-, I' .4501179 -,8799510". Ai1519217.-, ALTAIR 
-"BETL ___ 23 .3080 - .0326003 °.9S11362 ELGEUSE­
-24 -- 71p lVAt -1-i l &3&tZ.LtBELLAXi -fl -, 
25 .2690 -. 8583231 .4674774 .2115333 REGULUS 
26 .2670 .8322538 -. 2429509 -. 4983257 FOMALHAUT 
27 .2540 .4533697 -. 5412652 .7083501 DENEB 
n
98 P _3 957 9 -. 32h;f177_. -. 7317961 . ,hAL TR__ 
29 -'970" - -5810247- -.88,312 1 "i - 6 11? 8 ;,ALK AID ­
-3 1930 -. 3561962. -;A2249,15, -*~4434320 ,Y', ANT ARES ­
"31 *1910 -. 3293343. 78150416' "- - C STOR A;sa9s957; ' 
.1-0----- _ - -I i__tP . -Agln . 
33 .1880 .3165646 -. 4450225 -. 8377003 PEACOCK 
34 .1870 -. 2607897 .2334900 -. 9367343 MIAPLACIDUS 
35 .183n .2021892 -. 8729006 -. 4440316 NUNKI
 
1A , 1 C, .___.tLi .7.0_ --. 8 .- 5 6j 1327 AK AgUSAIJ_. 
37 i1 4 80- .8759171 .0Z21407 - - *48195 15- "kLPHERATZ A. 
,1 " .1 t4W&16'' -869 894- ALHEN-A >38 -.. 81460-t9 7  .4797729 ";" 804BO -";, '80637./, N AVI " "-1 51 80,' 97--,-,FL~ kS T479fjt~J4Sj6 MIRjfl.f A  
41 .1124l -. 9649 190 ,.0569434 .2562984 DEN EBOLA 
42 .1100 -. 5349996 -. 7136874 .4521346 ALPHECCA 
43 .1090 -. 1163329 -. 9689858 .2180211 RASALHAGUE 
K4-- ,rg,-&fa---- - ., 3 g22 9_5- 14 2s. -R3jC; 33A...._2_WRAK 
45 :. 0959, '0077543- .,998564 .0150703 o , POLARIS 
4'6- 090-2 5877 376 .022537"0, ,:48737"6 AL OR' ­
_ - - .0893- -.9533565 -,550 6 -;,7977921, -GIE-NA " ,1 -. O ---- Sg'&t-S---Z-Ui .C-t- a8t " - 9O86 " .- __- & .l g A. i' RtSE5 f.-­
49 .0820 .8257469 .5612618 -. 0559223 MIRA CETI 
50 .0764 -. 2951272 .4157155 -. 8602793 AVIOR 
51 .0740 -. 1179552 -. 3394470 -. 9332000 ATRIA
$2- --- -- r) - - . 8 & h5_5. _ 4__ _ 2 3 q ,_ RLMAL.. . 
53 - t.71-4 -. 6928495 -. 4151025, ,5696181, MENKENT- -; 
4 60698-. .,9344206 .1693458. '-. 313'3!1, 'DIPHDA <­
,ALPHARDS '.06-8-2- .7717869 .6"187.081- "t---s.-1"6783 tf&LI -..52AR352 9 - r l l9, .- A$949t 9)E' A-~L! M1L 
57 .0540 .5461233 .5290555 -. 6494996 ACAMAR 
58 .0495 .7961651 -. 5355379 -. 2816384 DENEB ALGEID 
59 .0473 .8556799 -. 2238666 .4665786 SCHEAT 
61 .7090.- -. 3813467 a-3085578, -" '7" 1657- , RIGIL-KENT,.-­
. ,62 i;-3910" -,4991170 -. 09878-'74"-.'8608852- .'BECRUX "' 0-'-- 337 8328>.' ADHARA 









65 ),2560 011458;6 	 10 , -A NI LAm 
66 f.2520 .094761. -, 9 949,q7t .- 01343326 -5'ALNITAK 
6.. .21A-S 140 A-7-95- -.-R 0O Q --- 7A Ir i NATH ----

68 	 .2030 -.0849768 .9476324 -.3078502 MURZIM
 
69 .1960 -.3890803 .6616824 -,6409312 NA0S
 
70 .1770 . 6 2 8255 .9837410 -.1682457 SAIPH
 
--.80--50 -- -- 45n3 - U 71 7;7o Pn I 
72 .1680 ' .1329029 _.9911119 - 1-O8371 MINTAKA 
73 !.1640 -.5416889 - 124667-7- ;,,831 2828 ALOTH
 
74 	 ,1470 -.4711503 -a7948587" -, 3823834 DZUBA
 
- -a 	 -3--4--2- - I fl3 a11 7L3I7Li' 
76 	 .1440 -.5234020 -.4337292 -.7334367 
77 	 .1430 -. 5463162 -.2452472 -. 8008698
 
78 	 .1390 .0127937 .7076730 .7064242 MENKLINAN
 
5 	 ,5Y 7 76 A- AR 34R79__4220_ -. SS&2_5
80 1300 -.0710209 -.773820 -.629'4109 ­




82 ,1240a-- __-53-.4425204wbl Z ----.3694654, 9Q2t6A6- ":'.R&8-i-17-A1it4' "f -. M T .. - -'.
_3 	 n 

84 	 .1220 -. 0837 105 -. 7269298 -. 6815905 SARGAS 
.1170 -. 6507807 -. 1110559 -. 7510999 MUHLIFAIN85 
86 .112n -.6011119 -.3209805 -.7318716 
S2_ f6_nL - -. 771 filfl q 
88 .1090 -3061066 .8174507- .48927,", •,,ALDRA., -o
 
89 ,.1070 -.5428472 -.0675590-..- 8 O7; o .cRUx.
 
90 ,.106D -.4618109 t.82062,8 336611:5> t-ACRA8 ,,­
.tsur2Ae 	 a) ,.1 n-_5 	 .894r177I 4-43-l- -A 
92 .1020 -. 4107438 .1471350 -. 8998004
 
93 .0990 -.5283274 -.5068443 -.6811601
 
94 .096P -. 3587959 -. 9155653 -. 1816745
 
7 .15r, &79. 9_9_2l3&ft Q12 7 n 4 9
 
'96 	 .0920 -,327,6765 -. 8188844 - I-JZ-34"T - ---1 	 ­
97 .0905 .9653071 -.0'4 4-7-7- 0;- t572249 -AtSGENIB 
-.	 12-1 '14 DUBHE
98 '.09008" 535a3 	 g,8,3" - "­() -n n _S----	 44---T----- R--- -­
loc .0890 -.4547190 -.6023350 -.6560664
 
101 .088G -. 3881402 -. 8150744 -. 4301173
 





- r__I -nqr __ ._37-25 -. , 1 A7I -­
'-"
104- °08 4 3 - : 5167346 0r4-q7-38'8 ,---' .8 5-60-18"9- "CAP :.5 	 3996279 ,- .- --
 -
-I106 i084O- .0799535 ; ,8241-91 - 6'391 >,PHACI 
108 	 .0830 -.4636250 -. 7702391 -.4379311
 
109 	 .0800 .0128087 .7963176 .6047431
 
.0760 -. 089B405 -.6386409 -. 7642424
110 
111 ,07r, Q 4 Qn65..0__ -.2037 -. A1 1A 
112; -.%0759 ,885"99l7: -3E207413518096 I- , -At ERAMIN "- ­
113' .2221683 ­*t'0-0 ";8374"617 ,-4992987. "A-S-'ELLA- ­
.-, 114 ,0736 , ,1029542 "9271&Sr W3602t99- - ­
11 -'' -z A462fL~z-U-lp ~ g~ttg-;j1>Vy~ >­
116 .0714 .4399490 -.6258004 .6440643 oSAD IR 
117 	 .0713 -.9139562 .1965305 .3550491 ZOZCA
 94 012
118 	 .0700 -. 06 .8628897 -. 5006045
 
1_1 r,7f f..A9_45. .ARR8? -02-89-3-_
 
:1-i v.067-0 -*'6618429 .3321'268r t?4672,0S34--'<-'
 
-' 121 .670-$ -:3705959. -;076 "-926013.." ---- ­
122 0-:.O666 .3562971' ' 2tt1-*4... .92290_63- 2 - ;GoMZiSA-<i-6 
T23 -06 6~f, .1-J2nA31. .owstlA Rt-"<0 Fs 




j247-.30661 Q04527% 7-kUGHBACH12 <.66*05 N5ee52 - ..T192A89 Z-.-560146 C- ... 
127 .0653 .2651232 -,2370914 *9417127 ALP HIRK 
128 .0651 .781U465 .2348191 .5786418 MIR ACH 
126 ' ,.065* . .386 I " 
129 .065P -.5356005 -.5167593 -. 6679012
 
43f-0.U6 - n -7 C,8-5-1.& -. 7A779nn -,FQU 121 
131 :0638 T.7603022-" >-18 14 112> -:.6237231< COR CAROLI 
92t 073?132 ,0634 ".1981105 <-962--l28 9 -7 -KOC HAB 
133 ;0630 - .6387986,' .233WS95-\'*733G982'-. ­
135 .0610 .2350941 .9678185 -.0897669 KURSA 
136 .0606 .3083004 -,6362456 .7072074 
137 .0600 .6413322 .3733477 .6703018 ALMACH 
1-38 .05q -A 4 "7fn -. AA4pnfnA -. 2)7ARII 71RFNFI SQRN 
1,39- .0590 .45698866-, -.4230301 >5'610V61 7"-, , 
-.2426367- -n.27728t4xg:30992W"--V'40. I .0580 
1-41 - .,05'77 - .5478962. 9 SC EDAR 
142 -- 1 Afpf7;vhnPj 
143 .0557 -.6737857 -.5795526 .4584011 IZAR 
144 .0550 :.0123794 -.6224776 .7825397 ELT AMIN 
145 ,0540 .2593598 -.7852915 -. 5621830 
147 .-0537 .2640733> .-i934599Z-- 7'Z'383056" 
148 .0521 -8360278 ",4459335 -319688 MUPRID.
 
4)49. :0S.0 - 4549119 "00529124 :8.8963-' rN-A 
_i_5 'i-6- .I g"l - -fOlBR- - Asi___ -- fL - ­
151 .0507 .7323425 *0764130 -. 6766354 ANKAA 
152 .0500 .4119170 .2311948 -.8814042
 
153 .0490 -. 3543804 .2348881 -. 9051200
 
-155 -0470.' -.4747322 .77-9188,6 2-9609", - "­r56[ :046 .69.94 944" "4 33 3 39s.r , 0 152j¢'
 
157 .0460 680445 -,8:9358i6i$tOol$?-"' - .
 
f flogg sL-,7Qp~n re1007-<-; ­
159 .0459 -. 2931729 -.7987456 .5254094
 
o 
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.1.11 _ 9-5-.//.Z __CANnP_& .. . . . 
137 S.,If373 32 SS7AS CAkfRI13 - 78.,333 "2 ' %f 8-1 S RIGEL• ­
14 278.8131 - VEGA-' -38;7386N 

15 Z 210.068'3 . '60.1331S- HADAR 
I A % 4 Q _ -m21.&hJ4t CHENR 
17 185o9522 62.8221S ACRUX
 





19 L - - 19,42- 5NAPCTIIPII$ 
21 - 114.-1644 -3444N ' PROCYON 
22 297.0911 • .- • .8;7-384N,.J ALTAIR 
23 88 ;1161 _70 BETELGEUSE_-.it.995k.-, -. 
74 a n - " 5>- " -Tf; 12.f ,naI 
25 151.4254 12.2122N REGULUS
 
26 343.7266 29.8893S FOMALHAUT
 
27 309.9313 45.1008N DENEB
 
2,3 .3 .A -_ - - l 7.ffl At NA_._J29 "- - " 206 -3912 49.-5620N - .ALK( ­
30 - 246.5840 26*.3Z31S, 'ANTARES , -' 
"
 
- -CASTOR31 1-128510 3.-99a4N 

_____ 1___________ ___,~t2SZA..A_4 A4 Ati flEaRA N -­
33 305.4260 56.8981S PEACOCK
 
34 138.1612 69.510IS MIAPLACIDUS
 
35 283.0414 26.3614S NUNKI
 




______ - K -134185 , ­37 -; 13.4 85~ ~~ 28,i8-1-29N.64 N'- ALPHERA5Z,",•},38 1* 506 ~6644o > AI :kAVr~- - - ­
41 176.6225 14.8505N DENEBOLA
 
42 233.1438 26.8807N ALPHECCA
 
43 263.1541 12.5928N RASALHAGUE
 
44 , r- lln716 A. AR 11 N MERAK 
-81- POLARIW . 
46 ... 1,7-*S841 a9.28B3 0t_7 - -ALCOR "- "
45-• 27.2285 , &0289N ' 
47 - -.- - 83 03O63 . . - t<1-7.2 -3S " -GIENAW -- - ­
a8 i2 . 5742 - 4 ;nln----7IpSNERC1M ­
49 34.2340 3.2058S MIRA CETI
 









55 4*2824 - -; - 2-38A.05-S .... ALPARDi -w' 
i-54--,. .... " - -" .C"8 ,-DIPH 'ut 
%A - 3 - 5 -8 -, __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ 
57 44.0905 40.5039S ACAMAR 
_ _ 
58 326.0735 16.3581S DENEB ALGEID 
59 345.3387 27.8125N SCHEAT
 60 Q 6421l3A47N FNTF 
," - 218"a9752 - 60t6235S .£NTC RIGI-
62 
-" 19-L1955 
 6C lj ,-"'
R AOHARA6- -104165 







65 - , -; •;" 8-"-4- - 'Ax 2 S, ,A- --NILAM 
66 .- " " -- 84 5588 - ,:'..."A'I 9675SS 2"i.ALNITAK. 
68 95,1242 17.9297S MURZIM 
69 120,4562 39.8613S NAOS 
70 86e3458 9.6858S SAIPH 
11.S.L *l 881 
-. 3625 -72--' >-33S- - MINTAKA 
73 192.960 8 .-- 561'2307N -.­:ALIO'TH.. 
74 -'-- - 239,53428 - -, .4814S','--- A 
76 219.6476 47.1753S 
77 204.1758 53.2133S 








46,.2267l I - . -;• --• 
".~O6S1,997 
--. 4O 1 644N." S% 9 7V s - BA'TEN>:'.' AITOS-" 
84 263.4310 42,9681S SARGAS
 
85 189.6842 48.68585 MUHLIFAIN
 
86 208.1012 47.0435S 
A 7 1IJhS - Sn - L_____ 
88 89 1110#5292 '-29.,20n4S is ALUDRA
" 89 -..•- 181.0941-7 2A5.8362S,:-zi70 $ -'-ACRUX:."; • D - " '•CRA,._-_ 







9 -- ia .s-&.A _u R .. _A(t96 -12481911 '-- "- W,145S -- ' " -,98' "' -' - - . 664Z " " "-1',.q055--".'ALJE-NIS -- "-' 
I-97''2''664'





102 138.9376 59,06505 SCUTULUM
Il3_ --- 39 J_. _AR&_542 _,.J M ... 







III _2-2..I 9- -7--69 
- 112- . %.-• 319;3497 6Z.3738N " -. 'ALDE.RAMIN . 
11 -.. , 284,B576 , 9 9536S ' ASCELA' " 
114 83'--~ - 1A 'w.667 on-flO 
116 305.1079 40.0956N SADIR
 




120":- .- 206.6485 42,e2257-S ,•:-. "
 
.21-X><. 190.7972 67.8350S •
-"
 
122 , -. . Ili1096 $8.3913N tGOMEISA - ­
° S O& -%--. A; .!25 !" " -. .- '% ..... • .': 
- 12" ~- ~ z~h-h0~&z4~t~5fS-z±flNA - _41 
-----------------------------------------------------
"-. 
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148 .... 208.0753 - 18&6A40N -.J UF . ." 







146,4630?rO - 19-&9 
121.3525 
- _ 
, 1 -" 
42.5814S 
61.8122S 




167 - - - - - --
31.6418-~~ 
28666975- . " 
~-;4751N-
- 2;21...o. . . 
,­
159 249.8446 31.6959N 
- 5<j-t-j:--t----------------­:~- -- P- 77 
-- ~~ ~ ~-- -- MIA PAG-tIStiX­
4 SOM QUALITY 
5- -, - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- ---- - - - - -S- - -- -- -- -
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L ___LL2l_____ 2--M 
.1120 -.9649190 
.1100 -. 5349992 
.1090 -. 1163323 
- r .102-795 -­
.0959 .0150702 
0902 .5877376-
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.7961655 -. 5355366 5183-- .. .. 2238657.8556798 -. .9 S t 
-o3813600 -03085461-
S 3Z3--RL-URUS­
9-38 08' V "%9-3'427 . 
p-,9799955 <.1S19236,
" ' ,9 9 1W 2Q28d7877.99 

A 
.4674784 s211 5333 
-.2429494 -. 4983263 
-.5412652 .708 3501 




-. 4450221 -. 8377006 
.2334908 -. 9367341 
-48729004 -. 4440319565.53-,821c5S7z; -, 
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"-5896201 -< .-'MENKENT - ­
-DIP'HDA­
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,-.t.46783tl - ALPHARD 
-. 6494995 ACAMAR
 
-. 2816398 DENEB ALGEID 
.4665792 SCHEAT 
-. 87,1 18-. RIG IL -E



































































- 4 71 3c; 6s 
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. 9 f,R: 
-. 7269298
-. 1110549 







BATEN KA ITOS' 
.MT AR. 
SARGASMUHLIFAIN 














37A104 ­, -GACRUX 
-,8-36172- <2-' UB E -­,ZW 
92 .102093 .6990 
94 .09695s , 94n 
196 1.0920,"7 ,0 9 0 5 




-. 196k._ L9 
-. 32n7659 5 0 1 
-- 535082 
" 
.1471352 -. B998004 
-. 5068440 -,6811602 
-. 9155653 -. 1816744
-=.nn 3SX n7 C)- 2 7Q.4 9 
47-­8 78,-5 SC4TUL$0 ' 4 49 1 (7 . ; ; " 2 . "2 4 ". ; " " A G 

























-. 6323349 -. 6560665 
-. 8150743 -.431174 
.3376794 -. 8577510 
;6552922.,.: *6410067.., 
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- RR& 3 lA 
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,124 - nc,06 6t .- $n-v-3.--'-.4 	 6 'RUC ACH.	 6.-
-126 i-n&'ltl- wgQAI-	 A-r Ip1nA -:--)te1bo ­
127 .0653 .2651232 -.2070913 .9417127 ALPHIRK
 
128 .0651 .7810466 .2348200 .5786414 MIPACH
 
129 .065n -.5356005 -.5167591 -.6679013
l n nh64 aR -.7585 1597 262 -.14I54I21 
1317 i0638v< -. 7603023.-514100 < -.623c7233 COR CAROLI 
132 K063"42: -. 1981106 -. i828491' - .962-973. KOCHAB 
1 3 
 .6167988 2334589: ".7:330982" 
,3, .&Rfl Z-+5-fl4, .l" R 'T12t_ 
135 .0610 .2350945 .9678184 -.0897673 FURSA 
136 .0606 ,3083005 -.6362454 .7072076
 
137 .0600 6413323 .3733479 .6703016 ALMACH 
.-------- ---- - - A A - 277 8 I .L 7 1R ENU. 
139 ; .05906698868 §- -;423029i7ts:'< 6.101619<"
 
140 .0580'- .2426369.- ".2747'4Z4, A9130399 9 - ­
-! 0S77A - - .547892"- ";-0"908473. - .8-3V5987 - '.SCHEOAR -' 
41ffiSS7- 5.5478(),i -11 # A 8-~~Q37 LL RAr 
143 .0557 -. 6737859 -. 5795524 o4584012 IZAR 
144 .0550 -.0123795 -.6224777 .7825396 ELT AMIN
 
145 .0549 -.2593624 -.7852899 -.5621840
 
1 it, 	 - ,9S2 72 A -. I05T7 flS --. Kl52. 
-
'}1?>>, 0537 -+ 	 -9345993 .2,38"3f - '" U.2640733 1 
148 - -. 93652t ",, 59336 '-.-$-19++6-70 - 'o -­
149- .0510 - .4549118 :'.0529125 C sg& 432 - - -. - - . -3602a4--	
.$FRID 
i ; - 5.n - "5A5_Z&LI A7L A-i.- AV' -f2T --. .. 
-
' 
151 .0507 .7323411 .0764138 -.6766368 ANKAA 
152 .0500 .4119165 .2311960 -.8814041 
153 .0490 -.3543803 .2348881 -.9051200 
4 - 4A -. 1226 --. 7372 472? 95i22 
•155 	 .7q704 -,4747319 . ,7791889 -409260W -. 
156 'i.0464 6994941- .4 310346, I- *57001$1"-­
157 '.0460 .26,80452 .- 8935,832>', k.360,0846A 93231-- - - ,LTh O-3 7 9. . !!E.82-	 ­
159 .0459 -.2931747 -.7987439 .5254110
 
: 1 - ( -	 . - - - • , . . - ' 
". . ... .. ,A +," 	 -..;. . .•--! 

- - + 	 -'., . --- ' 




T TABLE III.- Continued 
1986 STAR POSIT-IONS IN M1950.0 COORPINATES'-t
 




-a5-. 7-10.7 _2.A;7Az _A2EIIS.... 
-- 13 78.D333 . 8 z25Bis RIGEL 
14 278a8138 38.-7386N VEGA 
15 -_ - 210.0683 -60 .1331S HADAR 
1-6 _SA2____ .2'-7 06 .. ACHERAR 
17 185.9522 62.8?21S ACRUX
 
18 78.2491 45.9451N CAPELLA 
19 200.6383 10,.9015S SPICA
 
-2- C.. - --- 2-1.3Z34- .q tLRCI-URiS.t47lQN 

21 114,1642 5,3441N PROCYON
 
22 297.0912 -. 8.7385N ALTAIR'­
23 88.1161 / 7,t3995N BETELGEUSE 
L - _z4___ _ 80--2 1 A -lAFIAT. . 
25 151.4254 12.2122N REGULUS
 
26 343.7267 29.8894S FOMALHAUT
 
27 309.9313 45.10O8N DENEB
 
-. ... .... 7 _ALN-A_ I R 
29 206.,3911 , . 49t56-20N ALKAI-D
 
30 246,5840 26.32-31S- ANTARES
 
31 112.8510 - -,, -31,.9983N -,.CASTOR 
--L-EAflAL=sAA 52R-_ 1 A. N _ 
33 305.4260 56.8981S PEACOCK
 
34 138.1611 69.5101S MIAPLACIDUS
 
35 283.0414 26.3614S NUNKI
 
3 _22 21.2-9-._ - 3L.A -KAU5 US__AiLBT 
38 - - N -NA-VI, - '13.4185 '602.k64W
-39 98.7063 " 2 ->l-.A-S1N K'ALrHENA--- , 
41 176.6224 14.8505N DENEBOLA 
42 233.1438 26.8807N ALPHECCA
 
43 263.1541 12.5927N RASALHAGUE
 
4--__ _ _ _L6I4711 __ c__ . _;11N_ 
45 " 27.2292 , - . 89'.DZ89N /--POLARIS ­
.... < .'.I .97-28 N -]L O ' -" -t .,46 177-4813-41 0> 11 1 f
4-7 - 183v3063 -'- A S'26-G2. E 
49 34.2040 3.2059S MIRA CETI
 
50 125.3719 59.3480S AVIOR
 
51 250.8381 68.9393S ATRIA
 QA-9SAPN HAMAI 
- 5 - 21091265-" -36.1-302-."-MENK-ENT 
. .5 14I-1 *2 8 2 4 ' .J - % ,o/ 8 440 5S : . LLP H A R 0 '-- > 
11 -ln _ 
57 44.0905 40.5039S ACAMAR 
58 326.0735 16.3582S DENEB ALGEID 
59 345.3388 27.8125N SCHEAT
 
An -z5?.J .24 - AL447N rNiTr 
1 218.91T32 - 60,6z53S,; .RIVG12KENT4 . 
- 2 --. 191.1955 - -39-. -&1S"tt8E-CaUXtct-;4t­
<.,""63 - - - -: :1014,*165D- - ,;28,9028S7A<-Df4KA;XA1-. , 
ORI0 INAD PAGg IS 
OF. 1O0Rp -Q ALITI 
46
 
___TABLE III.- Continued 
6566, - -;< - fBY418.588 8- ° -, 4- ~-04P225'I.9675S ANkh AK-ALN ITAK 
67' - - 74-78, 56 5UC~N F1 AAT -
68 95.1242 17.9297S MURZIM 









73 7282;*32S7h " 1929608,2 9 60  --:• - '~t.3iS;'- 5 :23D7N ' ;MIN-TAKAALIOTH, 
74 ,.- 2:9 4 2 -. I DZUBA 
76 219.6476 47.1753S 
77 204.1758 53.2133S 
78 88.9643 44.9447N MENKLINAN 
79 
80 














84 263.4310 42.9681S SARGAS 
85 189.6841 48.6858S MUHLIFAIN 























'At 'W -Th2 - -
92 160.2916 64.13188 
93 223.8111 42.9344S 
__. 
94 
96' 9.... " --.­
248.63061 A8- 48 I41.8605S248,191:1 .°24.9i .~ 
10.4673S 
28.-114SS58 " " " -5 - ° " 
I- - 9798" - 2.6642'165.1620 - -" ;4.-905SBN62.0207N-'2 ALGlJ[IBj I"0DBE K - - -
100 232.9499 41.0006S 






1U- 23 La.. 
SCUTULUM 
AR 
104 - 8724N , 
105 •5.6232 
1076, -844592 J:0 -_34_ O :,PHACt 
108 238.9553 25.9720S 
















116 305.1379 40.0956N SADIR 
117 167.8644 20.7964N ZOZCA 
118 





206.6485 2.;2258S67.8350S " -.... A. 
•_ 122 ,- 111. 1096 ,-'8-,3913N GOMEIS'A -­
47
 





- 599756N6  . RUCHBACH"-­
---
127 322.0061 70.3412N ALPHIRK 

































137 30.2056 42.0903N ALMACH 
1 7 ~ 9>9,026 I C; - R I An EN71 
139 327.7279 37.6012S 
140 
141 






143 220.7002 27.284ON IZAR 
144 268.8607 51.4937N ELTAMIN 








149 - 173.3655 62,74:33S 
151 5.9569 42.5815S ANKAA 
152 29.3043 61.8122S 
153 146.4630 64.83945 







157.- 286.6975 214054S5 -­s- - -. 
159 249.8445 31,696ON 
: - .-....-.. 
" " 
" , - #- ,, , " .­ '. _ " " " - -$T, . - - -'.S+ - , -
48- - A'-­
--- I-INA- -PAGEJA 
_ _8_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
TABLE III.- Continued
 
UNIT VECTORS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES FOR THE-YE-AR 1986 
ID MAGNITUDE UNIT X UNIT Y UNIT Z NAME 
11 3.1500 -.1783789 .9412789 -. 2866618 SIRIUS
 
- -- -Z . , - . -,l6 . 2 Fn342.R7 -- 79 1ln4 ANkL-QIS­
13 ,8610 .2051927 .9681249 .4143o6318 RIGEL
 
14 ,8030 ,1195158 -.7707979. ,6257687 VEGA 
15 .7450 -.4309724 -.2495075 '-,8671844 HADAR 
I - O_-- -. 078-- --. 21-82.9s q 1,13 03I 1 NA4&-.41 49- ACMZ9& 
17 .6670 -. 4542917 -.0473645 -.8895930 ACR UX 
18 .5140 .1416122 .6807739 .7186744 CAPELLA
 
19 .5130 -.9189360 -.3461065 -.1891213 SPICA
 
-- - -- Z-a-- - c_-,Z2_22-_--A PCT.US....,,- - , B-78-9 -450- -.-­
21 .4770 -.4075737 ,9384102 -.0931377 PROCYON
 
22 ,3690 .4501222 -8?99'48.1 .1519254 ALTAIR
 
23 ,3080 .0326000 ,9911362 .1287877 BET ELGEUSE
 
- - _2t ,.2JL -.. t21 310 .9a1f"171 _RFI LATRT X. 27 fI8f89(
25 .2690 -.8583220 .4674795 .2115333 REGULUS
 
26 .2670 .8322539 -.2429478 -.4983270 FOMALHAUT
 
27 .254n .4530697 -.5412652 .7083501 DENEB
 
P.2.8 l5IL25957 -.. 52. - -. 3265162 -. 3 _7f_..._A.L_A TR . 
29 ,197C -.5810253 -.2883M112 .7611'O85 ALKAID 
30 - .1930 -.3561963 -,8224914 -.4434322 'ANTARES
 
31 .191 . -.3293331 ,781558 -,S298.948 CASTOR
 
12 - -) - . 3-5,52L6t faJla1_ -Z224a&12rntfftt& 
33 .1880 .3165643 -.4450218 -.8377008 PEACOCK 
34 .1870 -.2607894 .2334917 -.9367340 MIA PLACIDUS 
35 .1830 .2021892 -.8729003 -.4440322 NUNKI 
_-D.. - B - .07 4.9 56.5 !..&2 71 -. ;5.a 137 __ _ALS_AUZURAL2 .
 
37 .1480 .8759178 :0221820 o4819501 ALPHERATZ ­
38 .1460 ,4797728 .1144619 ;8698946 NAV'I 
39 .1370 -. 1451784 ,9480498 .2830632 ALHENA 
- I 2,72-1 -,QFQ - - 7A29UA18MIR.E.AK__ 
41 .112(1 -.9649190 .0569482 ,2562972 DENEBOLA
 
42 .1100 -.5349989 -.7136885 .4521338 ALPIHECCA 
43 .1090 -.1163319 -.9689964 .2180189 RASALHAGUE
 
44,--Q960.._ - -. S3,2.29 5_ - -..4 5_7 A _...B .35_ .2_.__ F.K------­
45 .0959 ,0150701 .0077547 ,9998564 POLAR.IS 
46 .0902 -,5877377 .0225360 ,8087376' ALCOR 
47 .0893 -.9533567 .0550748 .2967790 - *G'IENAH 
....-.R_ --. ,D" .7I 19. 1 R AA I 'fiL2U ENE&CL ZZ.-- .­
49 .0820 .8257468 .5612616 -. 0559245 MIRA CETI 
50 .0764 -.2951270 .4157157 -. 8602793 AVIOR 
51 .U740 -. 1179549 -. 3394467 -. 9332002 ATRIA 
---,0.72-.0. .?B . .1. . -..445 51_ .794-isnn _ H ..A .. . . .
 
53 .0714 -.6928495 -.4150967 .- *389 6221 MENKENT ­
54 .0698 ,9344203 .1693480 -s3133367 DIPHDA '- -. 
55 ,0682 -. 7717868 .6187083 -,1467.828 ALPHARD -" 
5 L --.- ---. 2&.B5Z4-OS.4-O--- ­
57 .0540 .5461238 .5290552 -.6494994 ACAMAR 
58 .0495 .7961659 -. 5355354 -.2816411 DENEB ALGEID 
59 .0473 .8556798 -. 2238647 .4665798 SCHEAT 
-. --
17553J5 3_6--- - .. 0-_4-S .. 8-1 1 -1S8a-- .. 1 5 F 
61 ,7090 -. 3813733 -,3085344 '-.871W132 - RIGIL KENT 
62 .3910 -.4991168 -.0987870 -. 860.8853 - - BECRUX -­
63 .3170 -. 2142337 .8488233 -,-4833248, - ADHARA 







66 , 2520 .09q,47691 ,,9949n71" -,0043326 ALN ITAK 
LZf_ atan11-- -4 9T4, Ao~ 19-,lNAn- -9_4___ 
68 .2030 -.0849768 .9476324 -.3078502 MUR ZIM 
69 .1960 -. 3890801 .6616827 -,6409312 NAO S 
70 .177n .0628255 .9837410 -.1682457 5AIPH
 
71 1-71- - IA 03-99------ -9-r!44R7Ir - _4GL LUX- -_ 
72 .1680 .1329029 w9911119 - D0058371 MINTAKA 
73 .1640 -.5416887 - -.1246689 .8312827 ALIOTH 
74 o1470 -.4711504 -,7948585 ,-'03823837 OZUBA
 
,
75 ,__ _ -_7_gx 4A9 tR4&.9_,1Z--. 4 -7­.... 6 R 1 ­
76 .1440 -. 5234019 -. 4337289 -. 7334369
 
77 .1430 -.5463161 -.2452469 -,8008699
 
78 .139n .0127942 .7376730 o7064242 MENKLINAN 
7q 13Z12 -- _a. 5 5-fl 1 -, *4r7763 -o6683987 
80 .1300 -.0710210 -.7738202 - -.6294111 
81 .1290 .5239750 -.5J69054; -<.6529507 BATEN KAITOS
 
82 .1240 -.4425204 .36-94655'- ,.4817-1114
 
" R -- 1i?3s -M917AR_251_/ -_53AS 11 1. fiMIZAK 

84 .1220 -.D837104 -.7269298 -,6815905 SARCAS
 
85 .1170 -.6507809 -.1110540 -.7511000 MUHLIFAIN
 
86 .1120 -.6011118 -.3209798 -,7318719 
A7 tas_5.$s Y 0lflfa.-l-1 .__ 
88 " .1090 -.3061066 .8174507 #,.A879274 ALUDRA 
89 *1070 -.5428451 -.0675585 -.,8371112 ACRUX6:, 

90 .1060 -&4618110 -t.8206236 -*,3366117 AR AB
 
91 ___ ....- A!LAZbLt
_f 5/3 ._559319-_.Sflfl- -43_26&B 

92 .1020 -.4107438 .1471353 -.8998004
 
93 .0990 -.5283275 -.5068437 -.6811604
 
94 .096R -.3587958 -.9155654 -.1816743
 
.1Q(194 n --- -:.fn " ,.59,12 7n5.
-- 356- 378-- IS W 
96 '.0920 -. 3276766 -. 8188810 '-.4712346 " - ­





98 .0900 -:4535083- .1201436- S -- DUBHE­
1 .nRf f, 2L557ZS- -'-9.. 5-Z- - 53 s
 
100 .0890 -.4547190 -.6023348 -.6560666
 
101 .088rC -.3881403 -.8150742 -.4301176
 
102 6860 -.3875026 .3376794 -.8577510 SCUTULUM
 
- rig -..937_257_ _-=,2__4_1. 3 _.S2_lDL.__L__MKaK.A
ri-r-9-_,1 ._-

104. .0851' *3996278, t65529-24 .6410066
 
105 -. 0843 .5167359. ..0147439 0.8560179- C APH ­
! 7 . • 31 .8241911 :..''5606393 "PHACT , -:-=-106 -'.08400:g _,4K.0799535-O 2L .-, 3 7 R ,A-Qq '2 S -31i ­
108 .0830 -.4636251 -.7702389 -.4379313
 
109 .0800 .0128082 .7963181 .6047424
 
110 .0760 -.0898407 -.6386402 -,7642429
 
__- n LA _l­
1112 .-0759 .3518102 -.3020728 '8859919 ' ALDDEPAMIN - A 
1 -07 A -2-42n - t-_/5/37.;1 41 -, A 
I13 .0740, .2221681 8:34618 -. 499'2987" >ASCELLA ­
' 

--" L1,4 #0736> - .1029542' o9271689 .3602197' '---- ­o 

-- 5 072Z'- -, W62R& LS-9-L-71bS4Qt *'T aK qW"VT - --FFA , 
116 .0714 .4399490 -.6258004 .6440643 SADIR 
117 .0713 -.9139569 .1965292 .3550479 ZOZCA 
118 .0700 -.0694012 .8628897 -.5006045
 
-4Z0 -n- -- ~~2&np,--.S&flS- - - a P-F- - 120 .- 0670 -.6618429 ,.3321265 !t.6,720535,--, :' - ­
121- .0670 - -.3705957 -,,07'06759 -'926,1'014 
122 .0666 3562967 5-145-9322-j - -"->- ".9229065-"-4 GOMEISA 







124 .0661 .468002 •17635SG'", -.98658125 RUCHBACH
 
125 .0654 :4538 66 a7192391 -,260145' A 
127 .0653 .2651232 -.2070913 .9417128 ALPHIRK
 
128 .G651 .7810466 .2348208 .57864U9 MIRACH
 
129 .0650 -. 5356005 -.5167590 -. 6679014
 
1--- .060- .-. -- 7-5Z85-62 ---=-.2-6--- -.--54-122-0-.. 
131 F-5638 -. 7603 025 -. 1B14089 .6237235 COR CAROLI 
132 .0634 -. 1981 107 -. 1828489 .9629738 KOCHAB 
133 .0630 .6387990 -. 2334583 -.7330983 
....- 14- ---- 0M1---.. ...--3&8-$O O~S~ 9--- . . -.------ i
135 .0610 .2350949 .9678182 -.0897677 KURSA 
136 .0606 .3083006 -.6362452 .7072077
 
137 .0600 .6413323 .3733482 .6703C14 ALMACH 
.Ia3 - ._I 9 -_ -. 31-4-5-476-?. -. 77S9 8--..7;).. .. Z-UB .NELSENUB ­
139 .*0590 ,6698871 -.4230293 -,6101619 
140 .058f. -w2426370 -. 2747422 -,9303999
141 .0577 ,5478963 .0908476 *8315987 SCHEDAR
-1--- 2---. 0S.... ---- 13"9-k7-9 9-618-4 &RABA LI 
143 .0557 -. 6737860 -.5795522 .4584012 IZAR 
144 .0551 -.0123795 -.6224777 .7825396 ELT AMIN 
145 .0540 -.2593649 -.7B52883 -.5621851
 
.... ~-_ .L..---. &9-..523 - ="-6-917533 -.-QZLSI-9. --
147 *0537 .2640732 -.9345995 .238 3046
148 .0521 -*8360290 -,4459336 K.319685 4- MUFRID 
149 .0510 -.4549117 .0529127 -.8889632
 
. o-.- as . - -. 5.8 21 !"-62_A 7-65 ._ 55 6.OA_8t 
151 .0507 .7323397 .9764146 -. 6766382 -- ANKA 
152 .0500 .4119160 .2311971 -. 8814041 
153 .0499 -.3543803 .2348882 -.9051200
 
J-5AL4 aq&4 -- .I-76 886- 23____ ±12_.
155 ..0470 -,4747316 .7791,891 -,,4092605
 
156 .0464 06994938 .4310352 .570,0149
 
157 .0460 .2680452 -. 8935831- '3,600847 ­





1987 STAR POSITIONS IN M1950-- CO0_ INAESt -

ID RA(+DEG) DEC(DEG) NAMg 
11 100.7305 16.6585S SIRIUS 
- 12-_42-----n-13 -_-5-~I778:0333 - - - __S____O_&76S_8.2581S rAt..-...RIGEL 
14 278.8139 3838,7387N VEGA 
-[15 .. 210,0683 ;60,-331S HADAR 
17 185.9521 62.8221S ACRUX 
18 78o2492 45.9450N CAPELLA 
19 200.6383 10.9015S SPICA 
43.33 3.U- 1;1-4L2LL &RC-T-JRU ---­









L------n.2 -4.. - _s&36f:_ I AT TK 
25 151.4253 12.2122N REGULUS 




31 3 ... .. . .. 
45.1008N 
47. n 7 
DENEB 
AI NOA _ .... . 
F 2 20663911 '49,5620N -­' ALKAI0 -










' I-AALD Am 
33 305.4260 56.8981S PEACOCK 
34 138.1609 69,5101S MIAPLACIDUS 








14 , 4.L1tl 1 
28 #8128N 
0,- 4 64N 
AI -WLL.AJJIAL. 
-.­ tALPHERATZ - -
:'. NAVI' -
39 '98,7063 .16;4431N' - ALHEN -
41 176.6223 14.8504N DENEBOLA 
42 233.1439 26.8806N ALPHECCA 
43 263.1541 12.5926N RASALHAGUE 
45 . 








177.80421830'3062 53,7-28N.1-7.425 " ADtOiR -R GIENAHI-" 
49 34.2040 3.2960S MIRA CETI
 
50 125.3719 59.3480S AVIOR
 
51 250.8381 68.9393S ATRIA
 
--- --- ?- HAMAI-1,0-2-__ ?r4N 

53, - 7 210.9263 - 16 .4303S \-MENKENTV.." 
54 10.2725 1802604S, / DIPHDAO "--'r 
55 "• - - - 141a2823 -. 0 S A8,,4KLPHt-A ­
57 44.G905 40.5039S ACAMAR
 
58 326.0736 16.3583S DENEB ALGEID
 
59 345.3388 27.8126N SCHEAT
N-3 .32Ar -. - F9L _T 
61 218.9711 "'-60,6231S -7 RIGIt KEN.
 






65 83.418j • " 2322S AN1LAM
66 84,558B 1 ,96 75& ALN TAK 
-6z - - - A -7'22-- 7A~ SA-- El JLKTh 
­68 95.1242 17.9297S MURZIM 
69 120.4562 39.8613S NAOS 
70 86.3458 9.6858S SAIPH 
.... ---- .--.- ,I5.55Z& .-- --- -2-.48/U----P-j" .. 
72 82.3625 .3344S MINTAKA 
73 192.9609 56,2307N ALIOTH 
74 239.3428 22o,4814S OZUBA 




78 88.9642 44.9447N MENKLINAN
 










- __- 3 5kL _IZk-
K--

84 263.4310 42.9681S SARGAS
 85 189.6840 48.6858S MUHLIFAIN
 
86 208.1312 47.0436S
& 71. .1&L.4_3$h .. .. .. ..._- .. ..-, -S-.. .- .. 
88 110.5292 29,2044S ALUDRA 
89 187.0941 56.8364S GACRUX 
90 240,6311 19.6706S ACRAS 









97 2#6642 14*9055N 'ALGENIB 
98 165.1620 62.0207N DUBHE






102 138.9376 59.0650S SCUTULUM
 
..---.0.3-. .4 E 57 7 -4 - I ...---MAIARA . . 
104 58.6232 -39.8669N 
105 1.6347 '58,8723N CAPH
 












116 305.1079 40.0956N SADIR
 




. .. .9--.. - ..- 105.2342 . . 2 3 _5S2 ­
120 206.6484 42.2258S 
121 190.7971 67*8350S 












--- ,3.-­6 .... 
131 
132 



















































































































72 flnlN.- 0_.-N 
34,7523W -7' 
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TABLE III.- Continued
 
UNIT VECTORS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES FoR THE YEAR 1987
 
10 MAGNITUDE UNIT X UNIT Y UNIT Z NAME 
11 3.1500 -. 1783761 .9412777 -.2866675 SIRIUS 
- ... . -,, .. .---0&03 -q43-- - -6034 2 7 -. 7l 5 VIAt3 __ CN-OP­
13 .8610 .2051927 .9681249 .1436318 RIGEL 
14 .8030 ,1195167 -.7707969 .625q2698 VEGA
 
15 .7450 -.4309724 -.2495073 -. 8671845 HADAR 
I.f__ - - 9 tflO_ .... 5_f. . 249_ q I.. - Rl. .... 
17 .667p -. 4542916 -. 0473644 -. 8895930 ACRUX 
18 .5140 .1415120 .6807754 .7186730 CAPELLA 
19 .5130 -. 9189360 -. 3461063 -. 1891215 SPICA
 
__- 4-A-g n --. 7 7 79 .A_.&- 1 A2 - 32..32._ -A RTJURP.S 
21 .4770 -.4075707 .9084120 ,,0931328 PROCYON
 
22 .3690 .4501243 -.8799467 .1519272 ALTAIR
 
23 .3080 .0325999 .9911362 - .1287878 - BETELGEUSE 
- -2' . -- On -,-I-&2 3f Ln- .... tl1 .f6 t A I AS; _- ELLAtfLL-­
25 .269n -. 8583214 .4674806 .2115333 REGULUS 
26 .2670 .8322540 -.2429461 -.4983277 FOMALHAUT 
27 .2540 .4530697 -. 5412652 .7083501 DENEB 
2R .... 	 ... 595590-- -. 32A5-1S -. 713 7976 -ALLA__ILR_ 
29 .1970 -. 5810257 -.2883107 '-.761,085 ALK AID 
30 .1930 -.3561963 -. 8224913 -. 43-4324 ANTARES 
31 .1910 -. 3293325 .7815063 .529-8943 CASTOR 
-----32 - .,fllo 1- _s26a. -.,_Q9 A1 A 2 . _.._ALD EHAAL _ 
33 .1880 .3165641 -. 4450215 -. 8377011 PEACOCK 
34 .1870 -. 2607892 .2334925 -. 9367338 MIAPLACIOUS 
35 .1830 .2021893 -. 8729002 -,4440324 NUNKI 
6. 5 _,f ISa82- .... 3_ .6l3 _.r. A 1S R68 -. 56513_2___ _A1LRLALS_T _L_..
37 ,1480 .8759182 .0221827 .4819494 ALPHERATZ
 
°" 38 .1460 .4797728 .1144628 .8a989463- NAVI 
39 .1370 -.1451786 .948049 ,2 3U630 ALHENA
 
A4 	 . ____2 . - L721-- Aa4 _h2A_&7 . .AMF_ A&. _ 
41 .1120 -.9649190 .0569506 .2562967 DENEBOLA
 
42 .1100 -. 5349986 -.7136890 .4521333 ALPHECCA
 
43 .1090 -. 1163313 -.9689867 .2180178 RASALHAGUE
 
-~--it !I ~-.-O-9 60-_ =-,32 9 -4 LAaA9L .A5 ;3 -9 A&ERAK __ ___ -__ 
45 .0959 .0150700 .0077549 .9998564 POLARIS 
46 .0902 -. 5877377 .0225355 .8087376 ALCOR 
47 .0893 -.9533568 -.0550741 -.2967789 -GIENAH
 
. . ----. 0I. &( q .- ---- 3-111f12- aA__,_4Ja_9_7A -. I59AfURZFNF5Cl 7 14 
49 .0820 .8257468 .5612615 -. 0559256 MIRA CETI 
50 .0764 -. 2951269 .4157159 -. 8602793 AVIOR 
51 .0740 -. 1179547 -. 3394466 -. 9332002 ATRIA
 
.2-- .	 . a- _ .7]LS&W__ a-U-4-3-4 9CL. H-AMIL ......Dz B-S9 64&. 
53 .0714 -. 6928496 -. 4150937 -. 5896242 MENKENT 
54 .0698 .9344202 .1693491 -w313 3366- DIPHDA 
55 .068-2 -.7717868 ,6187083 -.1467827 ALPHARD
 
* 	S _--- 5- .. -"528 524. 53-I 8 .sR42 74 . ... AL_ SUJAIL . 
57 ,0544 0 .5461240 .5290551 -. 6494993 ACAMAR 
58 .0495 .7961662 -. 5355342 -. 2816425 DENEB ALGEID 
59 .0473 8556797 -.2238638 .4665804 SCHEAT
 
._6Q.__ .Al5& . 811i -81 ,.5SB61_5_3Ai____I_. 
61 .7090 -. 3813866 -.3085227 -,,8714115 RIGIL KENT 
62 .3910 -.4991 167 -.0987868 --.8608854 BECRUX 
63 .3170 -.2142337 .8488233, -.4833248 ADHARA 






65 .2560 1145856 *9931806 °o;021-509 -ANTLAM
 
66 .2520 *0947691 -. 9949071 -:0343326 ALNITA(
 
68 .2030 -.1849768 .9476324 -.3078502 MUP ZIM 
69 .1960 -.3890800 .661682-8 -. 6409311 NAOS j62 8 255
70 .177r .9837410 -. 1682457 SAIPH 
1._ni---... l3.9-7-1 "7- m.........
_7. "-- . . . .9 u5fi 2 __P ­
72 .1680 .1329029 .9911119 "-O05.8'371 MINTAKA8 3
-
2 8 2 773 .1640 -.5416886 -124,6694 '. ALIOTH 
a DZUBA74 .1470 -.4711504 -7948,584 -3823838 
.15-- .f--_ _k4k8...- -w c1IAW° 4 1- ,7 -1­- Z7 

76 .1440 -.5234019 -.4337288 -.7334370
 
77 .1430 -.5463161 -.2452467 -.8008700
 
78 .1390 .o127944 .7076730 .7064242 MENKLINAN 
..... -7.9 _---.- 58as5-206.-- _= -8-A - - Ar R. --- 173-0-_ 7A I A 
80 .1300 -:0710211 -.7738201 -";<-.629 4112 
81 *1290 .5239750 ,5469054 , , &c29507, BATEN KAITOS­
82 .1240 -. 4425204 .3694655 t.8l 7l-114-­
-4 412 0 -'543-0-.-S9~ 8nfl.Snf I O 
84 .1220 -.3837104 -.7269298 -.6815905 SARGAS 
85 .1170 -.6507810 -.1110530 -.7511001 MUHLIFAIN 
86 .1120 -.6011118 -.3209794 -.7318721 
_8.7 .OSXL 4 -- 771nnr,7l 
88 .090" -. ,3061066 8174507 A' 9.At7274 -ALUDRA,4 
89 .1070 -.5428440 -,0675582--78 3"7-1119,. GAC'R'UX
 
-90 .1060 -.4618110 -.8206'236" '--.3-366119, -ACRAB 
92 .1020 -.4107438 .1471354 -.8998004
 
93 .0990 -.5283275 -.5068435 -.6811606
 
94 .0963 -.3587958 -.9155654 -. 1816742
9g; _ __ --- s 3r; Rn" -. 94 0 ..
 _ Da!4 _-.35n3._. n 
96 "0920-' -.3276766 -.81888092i 4.1-23 .­
',

-,97 : 4491577 -'1722 8 ;
,0 05, "9653071 
1
.12019J43f "- -. 883-1691 , . E,,UBHSE-7f9"1-W ,l$SJL 0, . .52._-& .,±- - --PS-2Z2SS- .. , ­LS-9--iz .90. - t_-522-.4535084 - fl~ Shh -, 
100 .0890 -.454719 -.6023347 -.6560667
 
101 .0880 -.3881403 -.8150741 -.4301177
 
102 .0860 -.3876025 .3376795 -.8577510 SCUTULUM

-103 fla~ .9Qi52R -. uflInf 1A .773fl M ak B. 
" 
.104 .085f1> .399678 - .65-52425 .64t0065>' -y "­
10K f":- .5161366 -- ,-.08-43 017465 ;856tF7t-;,APH 5 -
I_ -- - - ­
108 .0830 -.4636251 -.7702388 -.4379315 
109 .0800 .0128080 .7963183 .6047421 
110 .0760 -.B898408 -.6386399 -.7642432 
>~11-21;; .07-5 -.- *-3518 105, --;302o22--8a5;920-" .ALD.RAM!N -1 
, "-'2221680 .99-29&"<;"ASCELLA­
"14.'-1 .073;6-, '4029542 '9271690 9361- - 4' -" 
"13- .Q-7-4-0 5 -- 8374618 4 
F1: ........ 4 5

-Q751,,j Alf a A 8 1 7 r IT2 
116 .0714 .4399490 -. 6258004 .6440643 SADIR 
117 .0713 -.9139573 .1965286 .3550472 ZOZCA 
118 .0700 -.0694012 .8628897 -.5006045
 
I 9.la -n7tn -.-?-4-114 9-4- .883n085 -. sn 31 - ­
- - -12,0;t06370tt7 ,-*6618429 - .316 .67~56~~­
1-21 "* .0670,:' -. 3705956 .07:06768 - ,92&-IV0 - - ' -,­
' y ' ; 'A' V-9229066-­.1q59-320: : -.M-EISA(





--_ - ____~-TABLE III.- Continued ___ __ 
124 .0661 .4682599 .1763564 .8658124 RUCHBACH
 
125 .0654 .4538765 .7192391 :5260145 
127 .065 7 .2651231 -.2070912 .9417128 ALPHIRK
 
128 .0651 .7810467 .2348217 .5786405 MIPACH
 
129 .0650 -.5356005 -.5167588 -.6679015
 
-1G_ G6k -O- ; 15A&& .r,2 r, 77 1 R; 1 - - S941U2 . ­
131 .0638 -.7603026 -.1814078 - .6237237 - COR CAROLI 
132 .0634 -.1981 107 -*1828488 ;9629738 KOCHAB 
133 .0630 .5387992 -.2334577 .-7330983
 
135 .0610 .2350953 .9678181 -.0897681 KURSA
 
136 .0606 .3083008 -.6362450 .7072078
 
137 .0600 .6413323 .3733485 .6703012 ALMACH
 
- 0-5.9-6 ... A 8----- 6 4 UQr 9 1..-- --.. ---- MS- L-7- ._ .2Sa- 4M7...-..-._UBN.I-EL.rNU B_. 
139 .0590 .6698873 -.4230289 -.6101619'
 
140 .0580 -.2426371 -.2747419 -,9304000
141 . .5478964 - ;8315986 SCHEDAR0577 .0908478 
....4L-12 ...-. r ---.-i4. LLI,68 -- ­
143 .0557 -.6737862 -.5795519 .4584013 IZAR 
.44S-S-_ 531 I AnXl& ­
144 .055n -.0123796 -.6224778 o7825395 ELTA MIN
 
145 .0540 -.2593676 -.7852867 -.5621861
 
6,9755-7 505, - n2D951 ­9-5 7 3 S - cl_ 
147 .0537 .2640732 -934,5996 .2383042
 
148 .0521 -.5360296 -.4459336 .3196837 MUFRID
 
149 .0510 -.4549116 .0529128 -,8889633
 
-50-S----- _ ....... . 
151 .0507 .7323383 .0764155 -.6766397 ANKAA 
L. . . .. 5A26" _,,.&2..7.R. . 
152 .050 .4119155 .2311P83 -.8814040
 




155 .0470 -.4747313 o7791895 -*4092603
 
156 i,0464 .6994935 .310359 ,70-0148
 
.......-_- 4 &.-- -,19- . 6 23S2.b 1.22L ..
 
157 0460 .2680452 -.8935830 .36120849
 





1988 STAR POSITIONS IN M1950.0 COORDO&-ATE'S.-
ID RA(+DEG) DEC(DEG) NAME
 
11 100.7304 16.6589S SIRIUS
 
5266U12 __5..--117- ____ US_ _ 
13 78.0333 8.25815 RIGEL 
14 278.8139 - 38.7388N - VEGAL 15 210.0683 601331S" HADAR 
......1 . 2 .6S-1 57,49_6_S .. AR__. .. ..ACE 

17 185.9521 62.8222S ACRUX
 
18 78.2492 45.9449N CAPELLA
 
19 200.6383 10.9015S SPICA
 
21 114.1638 5,.3W36N PROCYON
 
22 297.0915 8.7387N ALTAIR­23 8.1617. 3996N-- BETELGEUSE 
- - --- - OnM 2 i . . ... . ± .. S LLAZR L._ 
25 151.4252 12.2122N REGULUS 
26 343.7269 29.8895S FOMALHAUT
 
27 309.9313 45.1008N DENEB
 
... .. . .Z L .. 477. 33 Al NA TR 
29 206.3910 49.56,20N ' ALRATO. 
30 246.5840 2663231S - ANTARES 
31 112.8509 -31.9983N. CASTOR ­
33 305.4260 56.8982S PEACOCK
 
34 138.1608 69.5101S MIAPLACIDUS
 
35 2P3.0414 26.3615S NUNKI 
36 -- ___ _ 2_5.2129 . ..... __M U1 _KAL2AUS.RA-LL 
37 -1,4507 j 2808128N -ALPHERAZ. 
38 - -60.44 .)JAV-,- 13.4185 NN, . 
39 -987063 -16 .4.ALHENfA­
41 176.6221 14.8504N DENEBOLA
 
42 233.1439 26.8806N ALPHECCA
 
43 263.1542 12.5926N RASALHAGUE
 
-- L414i-- 6--1-u-.71Ia--- 5A r17N MEAK_ __ 
45. 27.2307 - 89.02'89,N. f,-POLARIS 
46- 173.8342 53;9i28N,-;ALCOR,-,
'47 - - 183.3062 4.262S'.. N 
49 34.2040 3.2060S MIRA CETI 
50 125.3719 59.3480S AVIOR 
51 250.8381 68.9393S ATRIA 
5-3 : 210.9261 - 36.-1305S >'$MENKENT -,.DIPHD" 
55 -. 141.2823 - --- ­
54 10.2725 A8 2604S --­
-- 8-.4405S ALPHRD' .... 
95 1ZA.1tAA AX1 tj 4AT­- '84-
57 44.0905 40.5039S ACAMAR
 
58 326.0737 16.3583S DENEB ALGEID
 
59 345.3389 27.8126N SCHEAT
 
61 21.9691 6.6229S.&" 'RIGTL "KENT­
62 1 5 SBECRUX-4159.41;62

63 : 1014.168 ­
64 - ' - 11.SJ8 -.­








-8oas------- t---- ~~ 
68 95.1242 17.9297S MURZIM 
69 120.4562 39.86135 NAOS 
70 86.3458 9.6858S SAIPH 
-~~~~~ 
- -- 6.,1-S S NtI 
- -f --- ---.1-1-5-5 -- - 28,48 1" W----- -- LLUI.... 
72 82.3625 3344s MINTAKA 73 192.9610 66.2307N ALIOTH
 














81 46.2267 -0,7644N BATE KAITDS 
82 140,1411 54.7967S 
84 263.4310 42.9681S SARGAS
 




88 1105?92 29,20;4S ALUORA
 
89 187.094 56 8365S, GACRUX 







{ .... 96 24841911 m81145SS
 
97 2.6642 ILt.9U55N -,ALGENIB
 











58.6232 39.8669N - " 




















116 305.1079 40.0956N SADIR
 
117 167,8645 20.7963N ZOZCA 
118 94.5983 30.D4Os 
---
13--5-o 23-4-2---------- , 7 525ZS-- ----­1S------.------

120 -. 206,6484 42.2258S, ­
121 190,1971 $350S,67L  





- -TABLE III.- Continued 
124 j20o 116 59.9756N RUCHBACH 
125 - 74i a A. 736-N " - ­
127 322.0061 7go3412N ALPHIRK
 




131 193,4198 38.5886N COR CAROLI
 








137 30.2056 42.0903N ALMACH
 
.--. 3&-... 22, U0P6M- ... 1 .RAPn ZULKNELSENUB 
139 327.7279 ;37.6012S 
140 228,5508 68,49 35 
141 9.4147 56.2633N SCHEDAR
 
_ 1.- _____A __......---16 821_6 .- . A 2 A 7 -. OR AB 
143 220.7002 27.284ON IZAR
 




. I.14W. -. ,- z(_8 17;As 
147 285,7778 13.7864N­
148 2C8.0752 -18.6437N - MUFR'ID 
149 173,3655 62.74,33S •
W5t -__­__. f5_ ----......1MV - n _____ WS1 





P I 2 N
-1 - -n---____---- -9 -.-.7­155 12,1 p3 52 4 24.15845S, ; 
156 -31.6419N
 




60 OaIQINAL PAGE 15 
QP0 MQRQUJiI 
__ TABLE III.- Continued 
UNIT VECTORS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES FOR 'THE YEAR 1988
 
ID MAGNITUDE UNIT X UNIT Y UNIT Z NAME 
11 3.1500 -.1783732 .9412765 -.2866731 SIRIUS
 
..- 12---- 1 -n-n-q-Q-34-4 -kn3P PRA -- Q .3ft11 ... ANOPU__ _!5Qn 	 L-_

-13 	 .861(, .2051927 .9681249 . 146318 RIGEL 
14 	 .8030 .1195175- -. 7707960 .6257709 VEGA 
15 .7450 -. 4309723 -. 2495072 -. 8671845 HADAR 
- - -4-6----------84-964-----74f----- 6' -84u33032 -kCHLRkR. ­
17 .6670 -. 4542916 -.0473642 -,8895931 ACRUX 
18 .5140 .141612nl .6807770 .7186715 CA0 ELLA 
19 .5130 -.9189361 -.3461061 -.1891217 SPICA 
-0- 7-8-7-9-56-3-	 kn41 SLS_ _ - --.- A -- = ;o_-A-_3- 332.c; - . .. V.RUC_ 
21 .4770 -.4075678 .9084138 .,093 1278 PROCYON 
22 	 .3690 .4501265 -.8799453 ,1519290 ALTAIR 
23 	 .3080 .0325997 *9911362 *1287878 BETELGEUSE 2. L -2-7knl .... 163f1L_.__ -98641-SZ ntg;Rc .LAELL AIRIf.... 
25 .2690 -.8583208 .4674816 .2115333 REGULUS 
26 	 .2679 .8322540 -.2429446 -.4983284 FOMALHAUT 
27 	 .2540 .4530697 -. 5412652 .7083501 DENEB 
. R _255.5_57_9___-.... 	 65/9aZfl/_ -a3alQ. -- AL..tWLJIR_...
29 .1970 -.5810260 -.2883102 .7611084 ALK AID 
30 .1930 -.3561963 -.8224912 -. ,4434.325 - ANTARES 
31 .1910 -.3293318 4781,5069 .5298939 CASTOR 
..... ; --- .... 3552.656-
-.. ° 2S2_f2lx _tfD EIBAR A-N_-32--- _-5LS--2 -9 0 1l, n --
33 	 .1880 .3165639 -. 4450212 -. 8377013 PEACOCK 
34 	 .1870 -.2607891 .2334934 -.9367336 MIAPLACIDUS 
35 	 .1830 .2021893 -.8729000 -.4440327 NUNKI
 
-36---. 15-aa 0749 56- --. 82_5S6C_ 5_-,5.1-5 t3-A .. EALLS_AUS LRA.L 
-37 	 .1480 8759 185 .0221833 .4819488 ALPHERATZ
 
38 	 w1460 ,4797727 ,1144621 .B698946 NAVI
 
.39 .1370 -.1451788 .9480499 *2830627-' ALHENA
 
-4---- 11 41_ 2 72f.......A_9_6_95 -749662 - IREAK_ 
41 .112J -.9649190 .0569530 .2562961 DENEBOLA 
42 .1100 -.5349982 -.7136895 .4521329 ALPHECCA 
43 	 .1090 -. 1163308 -. 9689870 .2180167 RASALHAGUE 
A-0 l- - -t5 102 79-4- -. 9-5 . 8.3 9 _ MER A.... - - ...... 
45 .0959 .0150699 .0077551 .9998564 POLARIS 
46 .0902 -o5877377 .022535,1 - 808 7376'- ALCOR 
47 1 -.9533568 	 -i, 967788 GIE NAH.0893 	 -.0550733 

-t-- -_.86 9----. 6531 045- - ..-	 1Jd59 A19_--95_ _ZUBENES-I~__
49 .0820 .8257468 .5612614 -. 0559267 MIPA CETI 
50 .0764 -. 2951269 .4157160 -. 8602792 AVIOR 
51 .0740 -. 1179545 -.3394465 -.9332003 ATRIA 
_--,-{iZ __7 _..1&9.64& _JL7_45 27-- __1943-.. -LAL ...­
53 * -.6928496 4150908 ­.0714 	 -. -.5896262 MENKENT 
54 	 .0698 .9344200 :1693502 -. 313 3364 D.IP HDA 
55 	 .0682 -.7717867 .6187084 -.1467826 "ALPHARD 
---- 3-5---- . -- 2 . .	 At L __.-054-1- 8 k.-5 3-SZI 8O .3....,A.f.lS211 _SUHA 
57 	 .0540 .5461243 .5290549 -.6494991 ACAMAR
 
58 	 .0495 .7961667 -.5355328 -.2816438 DENEB ALGEID 
59 	 .0473 .8556796 -.2238629 .4665810 SCHEAT 
AQ L.-__ ... . 11a 182 - _- 5_352 .R2I.33 . _LE _ ­
61 .7090 -.3813999 -. 3D85109 -,8714098 - RIG IL KENT 
62 .3910 -,4991166 -.0987866 -. 8608855 BECRUX 
63 	 .3170 -.2142337 .8488233 -.4833248 ADM ARA
 





65 .2560 . 58 .;931806 -. 0215047 ANILAM 
6,.2520 jb4769 	 °9g9j -. 0343326 ALNITAK 
.........----- -Z -7Ri 	 n_____EL IH -...
 
68 	 .2030 -. 0849768 .9476324 -. 3078502 MURZIM
 
69 	 .1960 -. 3890798 .6616829 -. 6409311 NADS
 
70 	 .1770 .062B255 .9837410 -.1682457 SAIPH
 
__559. -­
72 .1680 .1329 029 .9911119 -. 0058371 KIN TAKA 
73 .1640 -. 5416885 -. 1246700 .8312827 ALl OTH 
74 .1470 -.4711504 -.7948584 -.3823839 DZUBA 
.. . -____ 1_1Z_G___-- 3Sk-L__L_. 9_ _ 4717520 __ P_OL LU-
7 1 	 -14 ._,7 'A ._ u insn -. Rk14 376 _ -6-
76 .144P -.5234019 -. 4337286 -.7334371
 
77 .143fl -. 5463161 -o2452466 -. 8008700
 
78 .1390 _*0127947 .7076730 .7064242 MENKLINAN
 
..-	 7 132L'1S .. B552s6 A 59- & -_98-3AS . .. 
80 .1300 -.0710211 -#7738200 -. 6294113­
81 .1290 .5239750 .5469054 *6529507 BATEN KAITOS 
82 .1240 -.4425233 .3694655 -..817t114 
- 2f~ -. 53 4S8 3a.9 _.-1 F7A2 042 MTR 
84 .1220 -. 0837103 -. 7269298 -. 6815905 SARGAS 
85 .1170 -. 6507811 -. 1110520 -. 7511001 MUHLIFAIN 
86 .1120 -. 5011 118 -. 3209791 -. 7318723 
...... _073_.6-_-	 ,6.26 3_ . 59.. 792_ -. 771 L067__ .... 
" 88 .1090 -. 3061066 .8174507 -. 487927 ALUORA 
89 .1070 -. 5428429 -. 0675579 -. 83711'6, GACRUX 
90 .1060 -. 4618111 -. 8206235 • .13366120 - ACRAB ' 
.......-. ._-S-1----L 5 7 -1.-1A32"&6S---- AL kAZ.. 
92 .1020 -.4107438 .1471354 -.8998004 
93 	 .099C -.5283275 -.5068432 -.6811608 
94 	 .0968 -.3587957 -.9155655 -.1816741
 
- nS9fl_--SL95 ---. 35665A 7 - 3S02-_= 9-121D&­
96 	 .0920 -.3276767 --08188808 -W-7-12348' - ..... 
97 	 ,0905 .9653071 .0449177 2 572247;7 ALGENIB- ­
° 
-98 	 .0900 -.4535086 .1-201449- D83116.7UtHE --
99---- L-9_ 	 n 2 R4 A A 7 h 
100 .0890 -. 4547 190 -.6323346 -. 6560668 
101 .0880 -.3881404 -. 8150740 -,4301178 
-. 3876025 .3376795 -. 8577510 SCUTULUM1020.3 -..0860a-Q9---- .. 93.5-? 259--..=:._[8 K Z3Z nAj _--_ 
104 - .0851 .3996277 .6552927 .6.6410064. 
105 .0843 .5167373 .0147491 .85601702-: CAPH 
106 	 1.0840 - .0799 5 3 5 .8241 10 -,560'6395% PHACT ­
107 	 t-. 2- 5flM ­
108 .0831 -.4636251 -.7702387 -.4379316 
109 .0800 .0128078 .7963186 .6047418 
110 .0760 -. 0898409 -. 6386396 -. 7642435
 
01107 4.- - - ;1V4 2.6&1- - 7__ _,61 
1-1-2 0759, -3518108- -. 3020714 .8859921 ALOERAMIN °'W o 
113 0740 .2221679 -,8374618 -. 4992987-%> ASCELLA ­
1-14 a0736- - 1029542 .9271690 :3602195. -- - ­
116 .0714 .4399490 -.6258004 .6440643 SADIR 
117 .0713 -. 9139577 .1965280 .3550466 ZOZCA 
118 .0700 -. 0694012 .8628897 -. 5006045 
'--
"-- -120 >.0670 -. 6618429 '-.3321263 -. 6'720S37 &:t; :i---< 
L. 0 6 7 0  121 	 -.3705955 -. 0706756 '.926 1015- ---------­
122 	 i.0666 -. 3562963 .9229-067 .-145 9319-,llK- 7 G0MEtSA> 
'4VOg62 
7 












- --­ 12-----06-S-3-- -c-8ZaZ2-4-391 121 35~ 2 7 1t.F --TK 
127 .0653 .2651231 -.2070911 .9417128 ALPHIRK 
128 .0651 .7810467 .2348226 .5786401 MIRACH 

















8 &;..0&t98 69.o 
-w2334571 
&'9$6 '!. 7 33 0983 
135 .0610 .2350957 .9678180 -. 0897685 KURSA 
136 .U606 .3083009 -.6362448 .7072080 
137 .060C .6413324 .3733488 .6703011 ALMtCH 
14& .. -­0 -9 . - -. 11 6 4aI_--_ - . 14fnl.5A9s - - 2-72. AAS _2_71 NEE L 
139 .0590 .6698875 -.4230285 -. 61D1620 
140 .0580 -.2426373 -. 2747416 -.9304000 






















5.A54 - -. 
-. 2593701 
-,.985 2 714o, 
-.7852851 
_,.1 9.7Z_ .n 
-. 5621871l559 ....... ....... 












. ..5-0-. ... ..... 5_5827 C .... ._-_ 1~. .~_- O~M-,-~1~-5,8­
151 .0507 .7323369 .0764163 -. 6766411 ANKAA 
152 .0500 .411915 .2311995 -. 8814039 
153 .0490 -. 3543802 .2348883 -. 9051200 
- L _ -0 -&L-_
155 .0470 































1989 STAR POSITIONS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES -
ID RA(+DEG) DEC(DEG) NAME
 
11 100.7302 16.6592S SIRIUS
 
. -7. . -7, & _ I US.......--- . . .. . 0.-/ 52 ,,7,L CAN .....
 
13 78.0333 t8.'2581S RIGEL
 
14 278.8140 38.7389N- VEGA
 
15 210.0683 •60,. 331S- HADAR
 
___......._ . .7 a9n __sAs _nNAR
A 

17 185.9521 62.8222S ACRUX
 
18 78.2492 45.9448N CAPELLA
 
19 200.6383 10.9015S SPICA
 20 --- - P CT IRJS.2-13.3N3 Ri4 
21 114.1636 S 3433N - PROCYON 
22 297.0917 8&,7388N, <'ALTAIR
 
23 88.1162' - 7,3996N" -ETELGEUSE 
.2_----.. . ... 0,=.L12i'A. "-3D,M. RFfIE ATMIKL­
25 151.4252 12.2122N REGULUS
 
26 343.7270 29.8895S FOMALHAUT 
27 309.9313 45.1008V DENEB 
28 131.274-4 ---2n5.S___,ALNtI,--S -­
29 206.3910 49-.5620N -ALK-ID 
30 246.5840 '26. 3231S -ANTARES­
31 112.8508 31-. 9183N 'CASTOR', 
.......----- 32- --- 6 tabza6 1A _LlSR?dv " At OEBA RtL. - -'
 















. T4 .4117S 
:Z8127N 
0,446N 








41 176.6220 14.8504N DENEBOLA 







_ _ _ 
263.1542i?.6 -7i£Y1 2 
27 ,23 V-5 
- ...... -­ . 
12.5925N 
. 51 21 
89. 0289Wf 
RASALHAGUEMLF & -­
<o [OLARIS - -
4647 - - 177.8043 - 53;9728S -"ALCOR- -
47 183.3061 7- 2 S - G j 
49 34.2040 3.2061S MIRA CETI 
50 125.3719 59.3479S AVIOR 




















4574.0904 40.5038S ACAMAR 
58 326.0738 16.3584S DENEB ALGEID 























7 R_ 7 
Vs1;2f22S
169675 . 










































































































102 138.9376 59.0650S SCUTULUM
 
n - - - -3A5,.51 7---------9-54-N- MA" .-.-... 
104 58.6232 39.8669N 













-r1112 25319,3501 - 77 -- 9A ;9-c,_ AL
62 *37-3  N, ERAMINf2 1 




 S 2f.n.0L3EIBNA_ 

116 305.1079 40.0956N SADIR
 
117 167,8645 20.7963N ZOZCA
 





.....--119 I . 2342 - 3_,_5-92. .. .....
 
120 206.6484 42.2258 ,
 
121 190.7971 67- 350S
 


















_9 - . 
193.4197 
222.7058 
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UNIT VECTORS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES FOR THE;YEAR 1989
 
10 MAGNITUDE UNIT X UNIT Y UNIT Z NAME 
11 3.1500 -.1783703 .9412754 -.2866787 SIRIUS 
12- -- zs& RIGELf9 
13 	 .2051927 .9681249, -14i36318 RIGEL
. 8 6 1 0 
14 	 .8030 .1195183 -.7707950 .625 7719 VEGA 
.7450 -.4309723 -.2495070 - a 67-1846 HADAR 
. .	 . -6f- . -,,4 9-L02-.--- -21R2OAA -A 4 -k n -AR H K ­
17 .6670 -. 4542915 -.0473640 -.8895931 ACR UX
 
18 .5143 .1416119 .6807786 .7186700 CAPELLA 
19 .5130 -. 9189361 -. 3461059 -.1891219 SPICA 
..- .- 210- . . &0- . -- 19 -mr1 A? in, - 2_49A-9 - -_ L2C_1URU&S. .. 
21 .4770 -. 4075649 .9084156 - .. 093,1228 . PROCYON 
22 	 .3690 .4501287 -. 8799438 .1519308, ALTAIR 
23 .3080 .0325996 .9911362 41287879 BETELGEUSE 
- --- a--. . .1.62--.3tO-- .-.. 63T-- flQPM zBELLAIa.-
25 	 .2690 -.8583202 .4674827 .2115333 REGULUS 
­
26 .2670 .8322541 -.2429429 -. 4983290 FOMALHAUT 
27 .2540 .4530697 -. 5412652 .7083501 DENEB 
.	 7_5&7--L - R -. .AL_ N T .... ­.. .. 	 .. .. . . ... -  - .- 2 S 5 I 
29 .1970 -. 5810263 -.2883098 - .7611084> ALK AID 
30 .1930 	 -.3561964 -.8224911 A4.434326-. ANTARES 
-. 3293312 .7815075 .5298934' CASTOR31 	 .1910 AI_,

-12- 191 n- .ISS2ASL4. .l~fl&ta22 .S1. 
33 .1880 .3165637 -.4450208 -. 8377015 PEACOCK 
34 .1870 -.2607889 .2334943 -.9367335 MIAPLACIDUS
 
35 .183r .2021893 -.8728999 -.4440329 NUNKI
 
IA-- S . - ?0749559- -,82-15-86 1 31 K_5AU&S AUSTUA-L_ ­
37 .1480 .8759189 .0221840 .4-819481 ALPHERATZ 
38 .1460 .4797727 .1144623 .8698946 NAVI 
39 	 .1370 -. 1451790 .9480499 .2830625 ALHENA 
-- n •l 	 -n .q iA2 422t9L59 68 J s ... 11R-E AL -­
41 	 .1120 -.Q649190 .0569554 .2562956 DENEBOLA
 
42 	 .1100 -.5349979 -.7136900 .4521325 ALPHECCA
 
43 .1090 -.1163303 -.9689873 .2180156 RASALHAGUE 
..........--. -. 44 9 &.,. 5_33_9 _ Efi.	 5302794-. ... .5 -& - K-.­
.0959 .0150698 .0077553 .999-8564 POLARIS45 

46 .0902 -.5877377 .0225346 %808 7376 ALCOR 
47 .0893 -,9533569 -.0550725 -.2967787 GIENAH 
.. -- - - 31 24 JAZ - 1 l 8 82-aaa UB EN ESL--­
49 .0820 .8257468 .5612613 -.0559279 MIRA CETI
-. 09 -- -$" ..-- O1S71 	 ---­
50 .0764 -.2951268 .4157161 -.8602792 AVIOR 
51 .0740 -.1179544 -.3394463 -.9332004 ATRIA 
... ... -2 .. 6-643 ___7,.7L . 9.148J3. a L 
-53 	 .0714 -.6928496 -,4150879 -.5896283 MENKENT
 
54 	 .0698 .9344 199 .1693513 -. 3133362 DIPHDA 
55 	 .0682 -.7717867 .6187085 -.1467824 ALPHARD
 
S6, --. 5r.8 523- ., SZ1,4 -Ac.lt4S23_- ISUS-ALL--­
57 .0540 .5461246 .5290548 -.6494990 ACAMAR 
58 .0495 .7961670 -. 5355316 -. 2816452 DENEB ALGEID 
59 .0473 .8556795 -. 2238619 .4665816 SCHEAT 
..- .2 B 1 a . . 
61 .7090 -. 3814132 -. 3084992 -. 871 4082 RIG IL KENT 
.3910 -. 4991165 -. 0987864 -. 8608855 BECRUX62 
.3170 -.2142337 .8488233 -.4833248 ADHARA63 







65 .2560 .145856 .9931806 .10215047 ANILAM
 
66 ,2520 0947691 '9949 -.0343326 ALNITAK
1- - . 
68 .2030l -.0849768 .9476324 -.3078502 MUR ZIM 
_.7 2-- Cl ... -"AD6-7-92-- A rc) x ... -47R 1596 F__.L_.NAZLH__. . 
69 .1960 -.3890797 .6616830 -. 6409310 NAOS 
70 .1770 .0628255 .9837410 -.1682457 SAIPH 
17- -7 
72 .1680 .1329029 .9911119 -.0058371 MIN TAKA 
9-1  _912-----..73 -- ----.LS -8 -P )OLI. .... 
73 .1640 -.5416885 -.1246705 .8312827 ALIOTH 
74 .1470 -.4711505 -,7948583 -.3823841 DZUBA
 
... .. - - .-IL-.. a-3 .9.AIS-g . .~A3ll7 8 __7 
--- ...-- -. rt1-3 ­
76 .1440 -.5234019 -.4337285 -.7334372 
77 .1430 -. 5463161 -.2452464 -.8008701 
78 .1390 .0127950 .7076730 .7064242 MENKLINAN 
. -1320---.43 - _ -..5 -S52-.-- - -& -3 ---.. . . . . 
80 .1300 -:3710212 -e7738199 -.6294114
 
81 .1290 *5239750 *54'69054 ",6529507 BATEN KAITOS
 
82 .1240 -.44252D3 .3694655 -.8171114
 
-4 -I2-3-L----- 10- _ A76 00 4B 308 A ---- A_____ 
84 .1220 -.0837102 -.7269298 -.6815905 SARGAS
 
85 .1170 -.6507812 -.1110511 -.7511002 MUHLIFAIN
 
86 .1120 -.6011118 -.3209787 -.7318724
 
A7 ..- 10&Rn. ...... t3S&2&2 - 0i59t8 Q--0 .,LL7fln 
­
88 .1090 -.3061066 a8174507 -.4879274 ALUDRA 
89 .1070 -.5428418 -.0675577 -.8371133 6ACRUX
 
90 .1060 -.4618111 -.8206234 3-366122 ACRAB
 
9 ._ 319___ __ 

92 .1020 -.4107438 .1471356 -.8998003
 
93 .0990 -.5283276 -.5068429 -.6811609
 
,1 .±LaSO. 2.59 BSgn7Ih-.AA32A__ L AZ__
 
94 .0968 -.3587956 -.9155655 -.1816740 
-)5 _, . ... ---35 &3 6 - ..Dl_5_& Rl - , 32 7 L. .. .. . . 
96 °0920 -.3276767 -.8188807 -. ­- !4712350 
97 *0905 .9653071 .0449177 .- .2572247 ALSENIB 
98 .0900 -.4535 087 .120145S. w,8831166 DUBHE
 
100 .089C -.4547189 -.6023345 -.6560670
 
101 .0880 -.3881404 -.8150740 -.4301180
 
102 .0860 -.3876024 .3376796 -o8577510 SCUTULUM
 
104 .0851 *3996277 .6552928 .64u10063
 
105 .0843 .5167380 .0147517 .8560165 CAPH
 
106 .084 0 .0799534 .8241909 -.566397' PHACT
 
108 .0830 -.4636251 -.7702386 -.4379317
 
109 .0800 .012Bo76 .7963188 .6047415
 
110 .0760 -.0898 Qin -.6386393 -.7642437
 
I -_.-. _20 6-5-1 -.. 73 t71s7S3... -3 
112 .0759 .3518111 -,3020707 .8859922 -ALDERAMIN 
1,13 .0740 .2221677 -.8374619 -a499:298-7 -- " ASCELLA " " 
114 .0-736 ,1029542 .9271690 .3602194- " .
-flf -&q.6288885-14ts;7 AICF8q-r 
116 .0714 .4399490 -.6258004 .6440643 SADIR 
117 .0713 -. 9139581 .1965274 .3550460 ZOZCA 
118 .0700 -. 0694012 .8628897 -,5006045 
-= - -- 4 fl2 Q3 
120 .0670 -.6618429" -.3321261 - -.672-0537 - " 
121 .0670 -.3705954 -:0706754 -.926s015 ­
,__44___njnr .2A 0 4 9q 5 __.A3ZE5)7 
'
122 .0666 -.3562961 .9229068- 414536%.7 "? ' arOMEI'SA
 
.... =++ -.+ ,+ +,I . ._ - "( 6 -- _flA-A' ,P ,- A F 
ORIQINAI4 PAGE IS
 




124 .0661 .46825.93 17-63593, 2-t86 215P-. -RUCHBACH 
125 .065,4 .4538 64 -i7,192392, .S26O14'V 
-- L-- .- o6-3- ..--. Z6TQ ;4391126 - -.15I 941 SHFPATAN 
127 .0653 .2651231 -.2870911 .9417128 AL 0 HIRK 
128 .0651 .7810468 .2348235 .5786396 MIRACH
 
129 .C650 -.5356005 -.5167585 -.6679017
 
A 677 10 - -. Q 1 -----­
131' .0638 -. 7603028 -. 1814055-' 't.'623.7240 COR CAROLI 
132 .0634 -. 1981109- -. 1828485,- .7629738 KOCHAB 
133 o0630 - *6387996 -2334564,- , iT330984 
...-- 4 . Q6--. .. 84--S---- .9-l1 - - z 738_ t-9-6----..-.. 
135 .0610 .2350961 .9678178 -.0897689 KURSA 
136 .0606 .3o83010 -.6362446 .7072081 
137 .0600 .6413324 .3733490 .6703009 ALMACH 
.. 4-68- , 9 - -- 64485 -42 - --- Z a NZ"ZNU2-­
.0590 -0-230281139 .6698877' -,610"1620140 .0580 -o2426374 -&2747413,'-, r*9304001-t." 141 .0577 .5478966 ;D90848- ,*831-5984 ". SCREDAR t 
- ----- -- 2- nR-5-. --- t,9533 194"-111-..7Aui3 A I ,Ar_
143 .0557 -.6737865 -o5795515 .4584013 IZAR
 
144 .0550 -.0123797 -.6224780 .7825394 ELTAMIN
 
145 .0540 -.2593727 -.7852835 -.5621882
 




148 .0521 -.8360309." -.4459336 ;'3196804 MUFRID
 
147 .2640732 .9345999t '2383032 
'149 .0510 -.4549-114 -'.05291-32-;-888.634- ­
-A-rs ... l _ _. 

151 .0507 .7323355 .0764171 -.6766425 ANKAA
 
.. ....15n . . S& 2&I ....-- 26fl1' "'1Th3 -t,4 f _.,
 
152 .0500 .4119145 .2312006 -.8814038
 
153 .0490 -.3543802 .2348883 -.9051200
 
....... . _- --.. -. - 1221
6._ ,1-9.7 6-88- 237?4A7 95 
155 .0470 -.4747308 s7791900 .,09 2598''
 
156 , 0464 .&994'+9-3!V -044310372, ;-:5700144)2;

157 .0460. .2680451 .49358z9.3600853-'.:..
 
.. t Rt- A --_. .. 2k -Il _ .lT_.QIlS.-R 93076 v­












-1c 71n 52 .6676q CANnpUS
 
S13 78.0333 8.2581S RIGEL
 
S14 278*8141 38o7389N VEGA
 
is1 2100683 6013315 HADAR
 
. ..- -l .. -6- R7,49n S _._A£CHERNAR--.  
17 185.9521 62.8222S ACRUX 
18 78.21192 45.9447N CAPELLA 
19 200*6383 10.9016S SPICA 
- 2Z--- ---- ja -, D-..... . . 9-4 71L __APCRLLU SU 
21 114,1634 5*3430N, PROCYON
 
22 297.0918 .8*7389N ALTAIR
 
S23 88.1162 7.3996N BETELGEUSE 
----... 2--- 80.6171 --- - - - -Iffi N __ B--LL AI X--- _ 
25 151.4251 12.2122N REGULUS 
26 343*7271 298896S FOMALHAUT
 
27 309.9313 45.1008N DENEB
 
'29 206*3909 49o562DN ALKAID
 
S30 246,5840 26.3231S 'ANTARES
 
31 1128508 '31.9982N CASTORAN

- .AtnFgap-3,2 6--A.2629--- 16.nRJD7N .. . 





35 283.0414 26.3615S NUNKT
 
iI5 2 . ... . . .3 117c WAll- AllI RA] -I _[ 3 14508 R8,1127NW, ALPHERATZ'
 
S38 13.4186 60*4464N • N AVI
 
39 98a7063 -16.4431N, ALHENA
 
41 176.6218 14.8503N DENEBOLA
 
42 233,1440 26.8806N ALPHECCA
 
43 263.1542 12.5924N RASALHAGUE
 
45 Z7*2323 89,0289N POLARIS
 
46 177,8143 53#%728N : ALCOR
 
47 183*3061 17 2642S ',-SIENAH 
49 34.2040 3.2062S MIRA CETI
 
50 125.3718 59.3479S AVIOR
 
51 2508382 68.9393S ATRIA
 
53 2O0,9258 36130S MENKENT" 
54 0 18*2604S ,DIPHDA
1.2727 

55 141.2823 8. "0 5 ALPHARD'.
 
57 44.0904 40.5038S ACAMAR
 
58 326.0738 163585S DENEB ALGEID
 
59 345,3390 27.8127N SCHEAT
F 

----6-0- 325,- A 7 I 9 ,6A4!j7N • --­
61 21-8 *9650 . . .. 6,225S-5 ---RIGIL KENT. 
.62 . '191,1954 " ° ", 12 --BECR.UX '. 
- 63 04 1 6 5 0 2 8 - , D .# A -PA,,1 D 00 2 8 5 ,--,° " 
" L -.--- 6 -124.,,9a-'8-- ... .. --42I3-=O " -PjFG0R " 
70 aawmI] MR is 
L 
_TABLE 	 III.- Continued
 
65 ,83*41 ,I.2322S ANILAM 
66 84.55O8 I.-9675S ALNITAK 
68 95,1242 17.9297S MURZIM 
69 120.4562 39.8613S NAOS 
70 	 86.3458 9,6858S SAIPH
 
----7-4 -15-552 s 28 - AsI--AN Pol UXt... 
72 82.3625 ,3344S MINTAKA 
73 192,9611 56 Z307N ALIOTH 
74 	 239.3428 22.4814S DZUBA
 




78 88.9642 44.9447N MENKLINAN

~4 9 " AR _ . 
80 264.7561 39,0067S 
81 46.2267 40,7644N BATEN KAITOS 
82 140,1411 •54.7967S 
.. ... .9/ 	 - 7-93& _. . ... .. 
...... 83. ;)On-241 	 , ; 1:£59.....8.15 .. ..-	 AA 

84 263.4310 42,9681S SARGAS
 
85 189.6838 48.6858S MUHLIFAIN
 
86 	 208.1011 47.0436S
i~_,_3.E5 ­
88 110.5292 '29.2044S ALUORA 
- 8Z7 	 -- n.f 44 S __ 
89 187.0941 56.8366S GACRUX
 
90 240.6311 19 6706S -ACRA8
 
S1
- -- -- I0l6 .E7 6 	 _U 25q---LALAZL
92 	 160.2916 64.1318S
 
93 	 223.8110 42.9344S
 
94 248.6006 10.4673S 
9-- _UIA85R5IOA 6S p. 6flns .... 
96 248.1911 28*,1455 
97 2.6642 14.9054N ALSENI-B 
98 165.1618 - 62.4206N DUBHE 
100 232.9498 41.0006S 
101 	 244.5361 25.4751S
 
102 	 138.9376 59.0650S SCUTULUM
1fl3. ___ -45,5 67 7 14 9354N . .AR K . 
104 58.6233 39,8669N 





110 	 261.9924 49.8398S
 
11. .. 2.- -19 - 363& 
112 319.3502 -- 624'339N ALOERAMIN -- ­
113 	 284.8576 2995365 ASCELLA
 
114 	 83.6637 21,1137N

.......	] 5- ___ 15 4.*3 03 2. . r9] . _ _ ]U B !, _ . . 
116 305.1079 40.0956N SADIR117 167o8646 20.7962N ZOZCA 
118 94.5983 30.0400S 
-,,.-9 . 1 05 ,.Z3-42 2 . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . - . . .. . . . 
120 206,6484 42*2258S 
121 	 190o7971 67w8351S 
122 111.1095 8o39g12N ' 0MEISA 
12- ... . . _.._82,6- 08 
71
 
- TABLE III.- Continued 







-4.2-6--------- -2l 5 2M ....- kTAN 
127 322.0062 70.3412N ALPHIRK 




........ ~___9-_ - ~9.6-S5 025 -­
- 131 193.4196 - 38. 58:86N COR CAROLI
 





-- - 1 7A --- _____ SA 3 - - , _~.. 
135 76.3465 5.1'03S KURSA
 
136 295.8532 45.0082N 
137 30.2057 42.0903N ALMA'CH 
1- -- -222.- 2s9. -1 - 6 " NESI7GE-nUB B.-.­
139 327.7280 37'a6012S. 
* 14U 228.5507 68:, 4973SS­






143 220.7002 27.284DN IZAR
 
144 268.8607 51.h937N ELTAMIN
 
-- -4C--- 6-*Sa4 5-8- R 
145 251.7218 34.2073S
 
- I , 17 9;Aih ­- - - as&.As- szn - ---
147 285,7778 13'07864N -- ,' 
148 208.0752 . 18-.6VZ5N;- NUFRID­
149 173.3654 426W7 ;335 ;-







.. ..- ~-. 2---.l4 .A . .. ... 7:2. ni 22?N
 
155 -121.3523 - 24;1583S-- -, .. - . .
 
156 31.6420 ' 4,751,N 




, -, ---, - - ­
___DE_ - -OD -UL~ 
72
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TABLE III.- Continued 
UNIT VECTORS IN M1950.0 COORDINATES FOR THE Y'EAR 1990
 
ID MAGNITUDE UNIT X UNIT Y UNIT Z NAME 
11 3.l150r -. 1783675 .9412742 -. 2866843 SIRIUS 
- 1 1 .-50-0--- ---. 4D3 445- -7-.6I4Q _9=-.-5-t,OP L US ­
13 .8610 .2051927 .9681249 -. 1436318 RIGEL 
14 .8030 .1195191 -. 7707940 .6257730 VEGA 
15 .7450 -. 4309722 -. 2495069 -. 8671847 HADAP 
-_6- -.-- - -, 4 9-1-1-D67- --.- 2 1 82 97 - -P t 3Z .... -- C ERNAR 
17 .6670 -. 4542914 -. 0473638 -. 8895931 ACRUX 
18 .5140 .1416118 .6807801 s7186686 CAPELLA 
19 .5130 -.9189362 -.3461057 -.1891221 SPICA 
- 20--.... (8 Q_ - - a 789 4Z5 -.. -- .. 5-8228 1L -434ZASS -- ARC-UPl 
21 *4770 -. 4075620 .9384175 .0931178 PROCYON 
22 .3690 .4501309 -. 8799424 ,1519327 ALTAIR 
23 .3080 .0325995 .9911362 s1287879 BETELGEUSE
 
._ -24-- ..-. 27--0 . . . .&Zt31 - - 98 06 7-1-_ .. M. . fAL LAI -Y, 
25 .269n -.8583196 .4674838 .2115333 REGULUS
 
26 .2670 .8322542 -. 2429413 -. 4983297 FOMALHAUT 
27 .2540 .4530697 -. 5412652 .7083501 DENEB 
. _2A. .. a9_.25--5U. z.33 7.9R L_.NAJI95-. .Z265I3_0 -A .. 
29 .1970 -. 5810266 -,2883093 o76-11083 ALKAID 
30 .1930 -. 3561964 -.8224910 '-.,434328 ANTARES 
31 .1910 -. 3293306 .7815080 .5298930, CASTOR 
------ _ .35 8-9-flh2Z- tfiAt A-­.4L9-1 0l- - -a652- -. a 7 nEflA± 
33 .188n .3165635 -.4450205 -. 8377018 PEACOCK 
34 .1870 -. 2607887 .2334951 -. 9367333 MIAPLACIOUS 
35 .1830 .2021894 -.8728998 -. 4440332 NUNKI 
-3-6-- .158a-_ - a749-56 =.821-85-85 _=S(.&5i3_5L. . AUS_ AUSTJ_RL. 
37 .1480 .8759193 .0221846 .4819474 ALPHERATZ 
38 .1460 .4797727 .1144624 .8698946 NAVI 
39 .1370 -.1451793 .9480500 .2830623 ALHENA 
-l - . ...... .4142-719-. -. ,.k.69 h_ .Z____62JL25_tW II EAK_. ..... 
41 .1120 -. 9649190 .0569578 .2562950 DENEBOLA 
42 .1100 -. 5349976 -. 7136906 .4521320 ALPHECCA 
43 .1090 -. 1163297 -.9689876 .2180145 RASALHAGUE
 
4--- .... 6L-. -,.5302.79L - ,__4 q9_5__j1 _. _3 332 ------ MfLAK 
45 .0959 0150697 .0077555 .9998564 POLARf-' 
46 .0902 -e5877377 .0225341 .8087376 ALCOR 
47 .0893 -. 9533570 -. 0550717 -. 2967786 GIENAH 
. .- -... && . - .65I-0S-. --.-7 4l6 7- -- IS9.A2_Li __I11 ENES-H ­
49 .0820 .8257468 .5612612 -. 0559290 MIRA CETI 
50 .0764 -. 2951267 .4157162 -. 8602792 AVIOR 
51 .0740 -.1179542 -.3394462 -.9332004 ATRIA 
- . -... . 09 0- -.. 72b9 641 _ LAL75_2Bt... _.32 4_74L ___HLA{A AL_......
53 .0714 -.6928496 -. 4150850 -.5896303 MENKENT 
54 .0698 *9344198 .1693524 -. 3133360 DIPHDA 
55 .0682 -.7717867 .6187085 -. 1467823 ALPHARD 
..... A -0tn __.a5a_88. =,l.9492 L. -­__ __.-.528-52Z ___SUAI L 
57 .0540 .5461248 .5290547 -.6494989 ACAMAR 
58 .0495 .7961674 -. 5355303 -. 2816465 DENEB ALGEID 
59 .0473 .8556795 -.223861C .4665822 SCHEAT
 
6 . .aiiBis. i::.55 358-5_. _i6I538 .. ENIE 
61 .7090 -. 3814265 -. 3084875 -,8714065 RIGIL KENT 
62 ,3910 -. 4991165 -,0987862 -. 8608856 BECRUX 





5 2560 856, -,9931806- -.021,504,7 A'NI AM
 
66 .2520 0947691 .9949o7 -,03W3326 ALN TAK
 
_.-- o n-r -7 2. Af, .s -4L7R iILSN . . 
68 .2030 -.0849768 .9476324 -.3078502 MUR ZIM 
69 .1960 -.3890796 .6616831 -. 6409310 NAO S 
70 .177n .0628255 .9837410 -.1682457 SAIPH 
--- 1- , - =38C3 89n A ....7. -.-- - - a---- - ,-7-9-5 ,8 - -4 71 751-6- .- P-OLLU 
72 ,1680 .1329029 .9911 119' -,005'8371 MIN TAKA 
73 .1640 -,5416884 -,1246711 .8312826 ALIOTH 
74 .1470 -. 4711505 -. 7-948582 ",-382 3842 DZUBA 
.---. 91 n74 __ -- _-n 
76 .1440 -. 5234018 -.4337283 -.7334373 
77 .1430, -. 5463160 -.2452463 -.8008702 
78 .1390 .0127952 .7076730 .7064242 MENKLINAN 
........- S -9 . , . _ " 5 8 .2-7 - - 4 R77 -_& .34L9 -... . . 
-80 .1300 -.0710212 -.7738198 -*6294116 
81 '.1290 ,,5239750 .5469054 *6529507 BATEN KAITOS 
82 .1240 -.4425203 -.3694656 -.817:1,11 -"
 
-S4.. fi MIZ_ 
84 .1220 -.0837102 -.7269299 -.6815905 SARCAS 
..... - -- -. 123- - . . L96 2.A_ . R .. 
85 .1170 -.6507813 -.1110501 -.7511003 MUHLIFAIN
 
86 .112n -.6011118 -.3209784 -.7318726
 
88 .1090 -.3061066 ;8174507 -.4879274 ' -ALUDRA 
89 1 .1070 -. 5428408 -.0675575 -8371,140 " - GACRUX 
90 - .1060 7-.4618111 -,8206233 -* 336,6123. ACRAB 
...... 4-as 5 5-9 319 .- _.A6 -­t t 
92 .1020 -. 4107438 .1471357 -.8998C03 
93 .0990 -.5283276 -.5068427 -.681 1611 
94 .0968 -.3587956 -.9155656 -.1816739
 
.-- _-f0i" 32-
-9 s- D-94-a- &35--6 79 9 - 9 ____ 
96 :0920 -.3276767 -v8188806" -- '4712351 . - ­
97, 0905 s9653071 044917-7 -;25-7224,-6 ALGENiB­98 ' -. 4535089 .,12 146-2 i" " DUB HE' -, .090P &'83,1' 

......... o -n8-9-C__ - 5221-550 -,A -_ & -A" -_
 
100 .0890 -.4547189 -.6023344 -.6560671 
101 .0880 -.3881404 -.8150739 -.4301181
 
102 .0860 -.3876024 .3376796 -.8577510 SCUTULUM 
&8-5---.. - - . A... 1,3--- -.- .. 935t2&2_ .--2 - ..- _MA ___ .
 
104 ,0851 .3996276 ' 6552929 .6410062 -'- I 
105 .0843 .5167386 " .0147542 -,8560161 "-- CAPH. ­
106 .0840 .0799534 .8241908 -.5606398 7"" " PHACT -, 
.... n-.44g-7-t - 9-,. '- ; 699 .377192 ­
108 .0830 -.4636252 -.7702385 -,4379319
109 .0800 .0128073 .7963191 .6047412
 
110 .0760 -. 0898411 -.6386390 -.7642440 
o
112 .0759 -I3020701 9 2LERAMrN..3518 114 885ss 3 

1-13 -0740 .222167-6 - 8374619 -,49.92987- -ASCELLK, 
I14 .0736. .1029542 .9271,691 .360-2193% S F' "A -" 
145.fl-Z2_1_ - A=tE2Aa1L 4W171Aw I a, sn - f r, FI 
116 .0714 .4399490 -.6258004 .6440643 SADIR 
117 .0713 -.9139584 .1965268 .3550453 ZOZCA
 
118 .0700 -.0694012 .8628897 -.5006045 
- 9 - -f-fl_ 5.- inD -54fn2 7=_-_ tRR 4 4 R1 ­120 .0670 -o6618429 -I3321260 .62:0538" 
­
1-21. .0670 "--.3705953 --07067-53" - 9 26-10 16--'--'­
.22: .,0666 09229-069'* -iA-.-- A - OflESA ->-.3562960 145931S





-- TABLE III.- Concluded 
124 .0661 .4682590 .1763607 .8658120 RUCHBACH 
125 .0654 .4538764 .7192392 .5260144 
-4-26- ."6-53 . 82692-8. .3-43 .. 32-F0-7- SESRATAN -
127 .G65' .2651231 -. 2070910 .9417128 ALDHIRK 
128 .0651 .7810468 .2348244 .5786392 MIR ACH 























Z-4- .061 9 -..--. 38&0969 -. 5S06-33 .133296- ..- -










.6703007 ALM ACH 
13a _.. 0596 -. 7146486 S-4_4aSB. .2_28B5l7 _.__Z8ENELGENUB 
139 .0590 .6698879 -. 4230277 -. 6101621 










2.7-k fl . 
SCHEDAR 
ALGOR-AB 
143 .0557 -. 6737866 -. 5795513 .4584014 IZAR 
144 .055n -. 1123797 -. 6224781 .7825393 ELT AMIN 
145 
J/ 6 _. 
.0540 
1!5- 50 -. 
-. 2593753 
-9852 749 
-. 7852819 -. 
-_.&7_L2-__ _z-, 
5621892 
i . ..-. .... 
147 .0537 .2640731 -. 9346000 .2383028 
148 .521 -. 8360315 -. 4459337 .3196788 MUFRID 
149 .0510 
15 D__. .05 8 -. . .. 4549112 5458289 _ .0529133 -. 62 &65.. -. 8889634 560ZS ...... 
151 .0507 .7323341 .0764179 -. 676644C ANKAA 
152 .0500 .411914n .2312n18 -. 8814038 











_-- 5 221 
-. 4092596 
.. 
156 .0464 .6994927 .4310379 .5700143 
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ZCO8/B. Hodges
 
